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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Jurisdiction is conferred on this court pursuant to Utah 
Code Ann. §78-2-2 ( 3)(j ) . This is a case involving multiple 
parties and multiple issues, not all of which have been decided 
by the Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure under review, but in 
which the district court specifically directed an entry of final 
judgment for purposes of this appeal pursuant to Rule 54(b) Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure. The proceedings on the other issues 
have been postponed pending a resolution of this appeal. 
ISSUES PRESENTED AND STANDARDS OP REVIEW 
1. ISSUE: Whether the Trust Deed Foothill seeks to 
foreclose on Appellant Bodenvest's land is enforceable against 
Bodenvest to satisfy a private debt of Bodenvest's general 
partner and the general partners1 president. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: An action to foreclose a mortgage is an 
equity proceeding. Dugan v. Jones, Utah 615 P.2d 1239 (1980). 
It is assumed that an action to foreclose a Trust Deed as a 
mortgage is an equity proceedingf but no case on point was found. 
In an equity case the court reviews the facts and the law and may 
overturn the district court's findings if they ace clearly not 
supported by the preponderance or weight of the evidence. Provo 
City v. Lambert, 574 P.2d 727 (1978). Salt Lake County v. 
Kartchner, 552 P. 2d 136 (1976); Timpanogas Highlands, Inc. v. 
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Harper, 544 P.2d 481 (1975); Papanikolas Bros. Enterprises v. 
Sugerhouse Shipping Center Associates, 535 P.2d 1256 (1975); 
Mitchell v, Mitchell, 527 P.2d 1359 (1974). 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTORY PROVISIONS 
Copies of the following provisions are included in Appendix 
A to this brief. All references are to Utah Code Ann. 1953. 
I. Uniform Partnership Act: 
Section 48-1-6. Partner agent of partnership as to 
partnership business. 
Section 48-1-7. Conveyance of Real Property of 
Partnership. 
II. Uniform Limited Partnership Act: 
Section 48-2-9. Rights, powers and liabilities of a 
general partner. 
III. Provisions Relating to Trust Deeds: 
Section 57-1-19. Trust deeds - Definitions. 
Section 57-1-20. Transfers in trust of real property-
Purposes — Effect. 
IV. Statute of Frauds: 
Section 25-5-4. Certain agreements void unless written 
and subscribed. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Refe rences to E x h i b i t s h e r e i n a re shown as " ( E x . ) " fol lowed 
by t h e e x h i b i t n u m b e r s . S i n c e t h e e x h i b i t s were numbered 
c o n s e c u t i v e l y , p r e f i x e s such as "P" or "D" were o m i t t e d . Other 
r e f e r e n c e s t o t h e r e c o r d a r e shown as " ( R . ) " fol lowed by the 
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clerk's page number. Since the clerk only paginated the first 
page of each of the three volumes of transcript --pages 1098, 
1099, and 1100 — transcript references are referred to by the 
page number of the transcript volume in the record, followed by 
the page number of the transcript itself. For example, " (R. 
1098, p. 59)" refers to page 59 of the first volume of the 
transcript. All statutory references are to Utah Code Ann. 
(1953), as amended. 
A. Nature and Disposition of the Case 
The action in the District Court is principally a mal-
practice and fraud action against C. Dean Larsen (hereinafter 
"Larsen"), plaintiff's former attorney, and a controversy over 
the validity and priority of three trust deeds recorded on 50 
acres of land belonging to Appellant Bodenvest (hereinafter the 
"Bodenvest Land") by Bodenvest's insolvent General Partner 
Granada, Inc. (hereinafter "Granada") and Larsen, Granada's 
President and controlling shareholder. In each case, the 
Bodenvest Land was used as security for debts owed by Granada and 
Larsen. Bodenvest is not an obligor on the various underlying 
notes. 
Luddington seeks to foreclose one of the Trust Deeds and 
claimed to be entitled to first-lien position on the Bodenvest 
Land. Appellee Foothill Thrift (hereinafter "Foothill") counter-
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claimed asserting superiority of position for its own Trust Deed 
filed of record on the Bodenvest Land (hereinafter "Foothill's 
Trust Deed"), which was given to secure a 90-day "working 
capital" loan made by Foothill to Granada and Larsen (hereinafter 
the "Granada-Larsen Loan or Note"). By an amended answer, 
Foothill crossclaimed against Granada on the Granada-Larsen Note 
and against Bodenvest seeking judicial foreclosure of Foothill's 
Trust Deed as a mortgage pursuant to the election allowed under 
Utah Code Ann. §57-1-23 (R. 316-322). 
Bodenvest answered both parties claiming, inter alia, that 
Granada had no authority as Bodenvest's general partner to use 
Bodenvest's land as security for private borrowing of Granada and 
Larsen and challenged the validity and enforceability of all 
Trust Deeds executed by Granada and filed on the Bodenvest Land 
(R. 133, 346). 
By summary judgment against Luddington, the District Court 
determined that Foothill's Trust Deed was in first position (R. 
508). Before trial the District Court sua sponte bifurcated the 
action and held trial only on Foothill's crossclaim for fore-
closure against Bodenvest and Bodenvest's claims regarding 
validity and enforceability of Foothill's Trust Deed (R. 1100, 
pp. 467-568). Action on the remaining claims of the parties has 
been postponed pending the outcome of this appeal. 
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At trial, the District Court entered judgment in favor of 
Foothill's successor in interest, Pacific America Construction,1 
and decreed foreclosure on the Bodenvest Land, with any defici-
ency to be asserted only as a claim in the United States Bank-
ruptcy Court, where proceedings for both Granada and Larsen are 
pending (R. 301, 1014). Foothill in fact had already filed 
Proofs of Claim in both the Granada and Larsen bankruptcy 
proceedings for the full amount owed (Ex. 62-64). 
B. Statement of Facts 
Bodenvest is a Utah limited partnership filed of record 
December 10, 1976 (Ex. 36). Granada was Bodenvest's general 
partner until it filed bankruptcy on February 13, 1987. 
Granada's common stock was owned by Larsen and members of his 
family (R. 1099, p. 145). Larsen was also president of Granada 
and one of its directors (Ex. 72). At all times relevant to this 
appeal, the directors of Granada besides Larsen were Wayne A. 
Jenson (hereinafter "Jenson"), Steven C. Apple (hereinafter 
"Apple"), and Keith B. Sorensen (Ex. 72; R. 1099, p. 170). 
1Foothill Thrift's interest in the Trust Deed under review 
has been transferred several times. During trial the parties 
stipulated that Pacific America Construction, the current owner 
of the Trust Deed, could be substituted as party of record in 
place of Foothill. However, for the sake of simplicity, refer-
ence is made only to Foothill throughout this brief. 
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As stated in paragraph 2.1 of Bodenvest's Certificate and 
Agreement of Limited Partnership (hereinafter "Certificate") 
Bodenvest was a single purpose partnership established to acquire 
a 72-acre parcel of undeveloped acreage in West Jordan, Utah, and 
to hold that acreage for investment and for selling all or part 
thereof (Ex. 36f p. 1). Under paragraph 7.1 of the Certificate, 
the investment of the limited partners in Bodenvest was geared 
specifically to the acquisition of the land. 
All of the initial limited partners of Bodenvest were 
retirement trusts established by various Utah physicians. Larsen 
signed the Certificate in 1976 on behalf of these limited 
partners as their "Admin." (Ex. 36, p. 19). Foothill presented 
no evidence that Larsen had any authority to act in any repre-
sentative capacity for Bodenvest or its partners at the time the 
documents were executed for the Foothill loan to Granada-Larsen 
in 1986. 
Bodenvest's partners contributed initially $52,000 to 
purchase the Bodenvest Land (Ex. 36, p. 2). The land was 
acquired on contract with installment payments extending through 
1981 totalling, with interest, approximately $385,000. The 
partners were assessed annually to make the required payments and 
to cover expenses (Ex. 48, 66; R. 1098, p. 197). In its report 
to partners in early 1983 Granada announced that the land had 
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been fu l ly paid for as expected, and the proper ty was now "free 
and c lear of purchase debt" . Various o p t i o n s were being con-
sidered as to what to do with the Bodenvest Land (Ex. 51) . 
Granada's repor t in ea r ly 1985 no t i f i ed the pa r tne r s tha t a 
p a r c e l t o t a l i n g 23.6 a c r e s of the land had been sold for a 
p s y c h i a t r i c h o s p i t a l , ne t t ing Bodenvest the sum of $203,000 (Ex. 
53) . At t h i s point Bodenvest s t i l l held the 50 acres of land 
under d ispute and should have had cash equal to over ha l f the 
p a r t n e r s ' o r ig ina l c a p i t a l c o n t r i b u t i o n . I t had no s i g n i f i c a n t 
l i a b i l i t i e s (Ex. 67) .2 The p a r t n e r s h i p ' s only on-going expenses 
were annual greenbel t property taxes ( l e s s than $150), the cost 
to prepare annual tax re tu rns and poss ib ly small management fees 
(R. 1099, p . 198; R. 1100, pp. 359-360; Ex. 67) . 
Bodenvest was a "very qu ie t pa r tne r sh ip" and so "dormant" 
t h a t Granada made use of B o d e n v e s t ' s checking account as a 
" c l e a r i n g account" for a number of loan t r a n s a c t i o n s between 
o the r p a r t n e r s h i p s c o n t r o l l e d by Granada, t r a n s a c t i o n s t h a t 
Granada termed " i n t e r o f f i c e l o a n s " . B o d e n v e s t ' s a ccoun t ing 
2Granada was using Bodenvest as a conduit for loans to other 
p a r t n e r s h i p s by L u d d i n g t o n , as f u r t h e r e x p l a i n e d b e l o w . 
B o d e n v e s t ' s ba l ance s h e e t t h e r e f o r e shows both p o s i t i v e and 
negat ive (deb i t ) l i a b i l i t y b a l a n c e s . These t r a n s a c t i o n s ne t 
almost to zero (Ex. 67; R. 1099, p . 160). The pa r tne r s were not 
receiving copies of these balance s h e e t s a f t e r about 1981 , so 
they were unaware of t h e s e e x t r a n e o u s e n t r i e s in Bodenvest 's 
books (R. 1099, pp. 208-209; Ex. 76) . 
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records were unaffected by these transactions (R. 1099, pp. 136, 
224-225, 228-230; R. 1100, pp. 431-433). Bodenvest had no need 
to borrow any money (R. 1099, pp. 136, 197-198). 
In December 1984 Granada began to loot the assets of 
Bodenvest to solve its own financial difficulties. One set of 
documents was recorded in late 1984 and early 1985 as a conse-
quence of a Trust Deed given by Granada to the defendant Petersen 
Investors (hereinafter "Petersens"). A second set of documents 
was recorded in early 1986 as a consequence of the Trust Deeds 
given to Appellee Foothill and to Plaintiff Luddington. In 
total, Granada left Bodenvest's Land encumbered with trust deeds 
purporting to secure $802,023 of Granada's debts (Ex. 65), 
leaving Bodenvest without equity in the Bodenvest Land if the 
Trust Deeds are upheld.3 These transactions are described in 
chronological order in an attempt to provide historical perspec-
3Portions of these debts were repaid by Granada, but with 
accrued interest, the amounts owed by Granada are now in excess 
of the amount stated in the trust deeds. The only exception is 
Petersens, who were thought to be fully paid, a fact which they 
dispute. Foothill's loan, for example, was paid down by Granada 
from $252,083 to $201,851 in 1986. The final judgment against 
Granada in this action, however, was $302,191.37 due to accrued 
interest and attorney's fees (R. 1012). 
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tive and provide the necessary backdrop to understand the trial 
record in general and the Foothill transaction in particular.4 
The record demonstrates clearly that none of the reports 
sent to Bodenvestfs partners by Granada contained the least hint 
of any of the unauthorized transactions described in the para-
graphs that follow (Ex. 48-54, 76). The partners that testified 
said that they were not aware of these transactions until after 
Granada's bankruptcy in 1987 (R. 1099, pp. 255-258; R. 1100, p. 
320). Foothill has made no claim that Bodenvest's partners knew 
about or ratified any of these transactions. 
1. Petersens1 Trust Deed/First Luddington Subordination. 
In December 1984, the Bodenvest Land was encumbered by a trust 
deed held by Luddington (hereinafter the "First Luddington Trust 
Deed") (Ex. 65). This trust deed, bearing a forged signature of 
Steven Apple, and not even purporting to be signed by Bodenvest, 
apparently was given to Luddington by Larsen to secure a 
Luddington loan of $75,000 made to a Granada partnership un-
^Without informing Bodenvest's partners, Granada also 
"borrowed" as an "interoffice loan" $192,925 of the cash proceeds 
from the sale of the 23-acre parcel (Ex. P 23 for 3-12-85; R. 
1100, p. 339). There was no note, the "loan" was never repaid 
and was unsecured; all Bodenvest has to show for this cash is an 
unsecured claim against Granada's bankruptcy estate (R. 1099, p. 
248; R. 1100, pp. 357-358, 413). This misappropriation, however, 
was not related to the Foothill transactions under review here 
and is not discussed further. 
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related to Bodenvest known as Raintree. It was "washed through" 
the Bodenvest accounts — shown as both a payable to Luddington 
and an offsetting receivable from Raintree -- by Larsen for 
reasons unknown. It had no net affect upon Bodenvest's accounts 
and was eventually paid by Raintree and removed from Bodenvestfs 
balance sheet (R. 1099, pp. 208, 223-24; R. 1100, pp. 374-375; 
Ex. 18). 
Meanwhile Granada owned a parcel of land on 39th South in 
Salt Lake County, having no connection with Bodenvest, that it 
desired to sell (hereinafter the "39th South Property"). Granada 
was purchasing the 39th South Property on contract from defendant 
Petersens, who held a lien on the 39th South Property to secure 
the unpaid contract balance. For tax reasons, Petersens did not 
want to be paid from proceeds of the proposed sale. To get 
Petersens to release their lien on the 39th South Property so 
that it could be sold, Granada arranged with Petersens to accept 
substitute security in the form of several trust deeds, one on 
the Bodenvest Land (hereinafter "Petersens1 Trust Deed") and the 
others on parcels of property unrelated to Bodenvest (R. 1099, 
pp. 146-149, 242-243; Ex. 13).5 
^Petersens1 Trust Deed is actually on its face in the amount 
of $455,300, but by separate side agreement, Petersens agreed 
that only $150,000 of what was owed to them would be secured by 
the Bodenvest Land, and the remainder would be secured by the 
other trust deeds. 
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In order to put Petersens in first position on Bodenvest, 
Larsen as substitute trustee reconveyed the First Luddington 
Trust Deed (Ex. 19-20). 
^fter recording Petersens1 Trust Deed, Granada signed 
Bodenvestfs name to a new trust deed for Luddington (hereinafter 
the "Second Luddington Trust Deed") and recorded it on the 
Bodenvest Land, but in the amount of $150,000 rather than $75,000 
(Ex. 14). The reason for the increased amount is unexplained. 
Obviously, this transaction had the effect of subordinating 
Luddington, and Luddington alleges he was fraudulently induced by 
Larsen into signing the request for reconveyance of the First 
Luddington Trust Deed (R. 23-24). 
2. Foothill's Trust Deed/Second Luddington Subordination. 
In early March 1986, Jenson, then Vice-President of Granada, 
contacted Larry Grant (hereinafter "Grant"), Vice-President of 
Foothill, and requested a $250,000 "rush" loan to meet obli-
gations for a real estate project of Granada's in Phoenix known 
as "Baseline" (Ex. 32; R. 1099, pp. 116-119). The Baseline 
project was not connected with Bodenvest in any way (R. 1099, p. 
117). 
Jenson proposed to Grant that the loan would be repaid from 
four possible sources (all unrelated to Bodenvest): closings on 
sale of 34 acres from a project known as Plumtree in Provo, Utah; 
11 
sale of a mobile home park in Las Vegas, Nevada, known as Three 
Crowns; contract payments on a mobile home park in Boise, Idaho; 
and payments on land in North Salt Lake, Utah. These were all to 
take place between May and the coming summer. (Ex. 30, 32; R. 
1099, pp. 122-129). 
As security for the loan, Jenson offered Grant a "shopping 
list" of four possibilities: three parcels of undeveloped land 
in North Salt Lake belonging to Larsen's family partnership 
Cordova Limited (hereinafter "Cordova"), and Bodenvest's remain-
ing 50 acres on the "Bingham Highway" (Ex. 30, 32; R. 1099, pp. 
129-133). Grant selected the Bodenvest parcel, apparently 
because it was the only one on which Foothill could get a first 
position (Ex. 32; R. 1098, p. 26; R. 1099, pp. 132, 166).6 
Grant and employees working under his supervision handled 
the loan documentation for Foothill. There was no loan appli-
cation in the loan documents from either Granada or Larsen. 
Grant received a recent financial statement from Larsen (Ex. 34). 
He also obtained unaudited financial statements from Granada, but 
these were a year old (Ex. 35). Foothill ignored facts that 
raised serious doubts about the accuracy of these statements, 
which will be explained further in the argument. 
^Foothill already had a first lien on the Cordova property 
as a result of an outstanding loan to Cordova and Larsen. 
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Grant ordered a letter appraisal report on the Bodenvest 
property, which showed that the land consisted of about 50.3 
acres, that the land belonged to Bodenvest, Ltd., and that it was 
worth approximately $762,000 (Ex. 37). Grant obtained a title 
commitment from Meridian Title Company (hereinafter "Meridian") 
dated March 7, 1986, showing title to the property vested in 
"Bodenvest, Ltd, a Utah Limited Partnership" (Ex. 40). This was 
updated prior to closing with no changes (Ex. 39). A credit 
report on Larsen dated November 15, 1985, was in the file, 
apparently from some earlier transaction (Ex. 33). No financial 
information of any kind was obtained from Bodenvest (R. 1098, p. 
41). 
Grant obtained from Granada a copy of Bodenvest's Limited 
Partnership Certificate (Ex. 1), which shows no filing stamp and 
which contained an unsigned certification. Grant presented no 
evidence that he reviewed it or made any attempt to ascertain 
Granada's authority to execute the Trust Deed, as will be further 
addressed in the argument. Neither Grant nor Jenson made any 
attempt to notify or get consent from Bodenvestfs other partners. 
Grant felt like he had "no reason to" because Bodenvest was not 
the borrower (R. 1098, p. 55; 1099, p. 144). The Bodenvest 
documents appear to serve no purpose at the time of the loan 
other than to "dress up" the loan file so the authorities would 
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not give Foothill a hard time about making unsecured loans (R. 
1099, pp. 279-280). 
The loan contracts are all signed by Larsen in various 
capacities. They consisted of (1) the original promissory note 
dated April 23, 1986, signed by Larsen individually and as 
President of Granada (Ex. 7); (2) the Trust Deed under dispute 
dated April 23, 1986, signed by Larsen for Granada as General 
Partner of Bodenvest (Ex. 11); and (3) an "Hypothecation State-
ment" dated April 23, 1986, signed by Larsen for Granada on 
behalf of Bodenvest (Ex. 12). Neither the Trust Deed nor the 
Hypothecation Statement expressly refer to the Granada/Larsen 
Note. Copies of these three contracts are attached as Appendix B 
to this brief. 
Granada arranged to have the Petersens and the Second 
Luddington Trust Deeds reconveyed or subordinated, and the 
Foothill Trust Deed was recorded, effectively in first position 
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on April 24, 1986.7 Apparently after the loan was made, Grant 
also obtained from Granada a "Resolution to Borrow" dated April 
30, 1986, and certified by Jenson (Ex. 8). A copy of this 
document is also included in Appendix B. These documents will be 
discussed further in the Argument. 
The amount of the loan was $252,083, which included fees and 
expenses. The entire principal was due at the end of three 
months on July 22, 1986, with interest totaling $8,704.04 payable 
in three monthly installments (Ex. 7, 30, 31). Foothill issued a 
check for the net loan of $250,000 payable to Granada dated April 
'To take care of Petersens, Granada deposited $110,000 cash 
in escrow with Meridian, thought to be sufficient to repay 
Petersens, and Meridian insured around the Petersens1 Trust Deed. 
After Granada filed bankruptcy, Meridian paid out from the escrow 
account what was then owed to Petersens in exchange for a 
subordination of their interest to Foothill (Ex. 71; R. 1098, pp. 
98-104) . 
To take care of the Second Luddington Trust Deed, Larsen, as 
Trustee, simply executed a reconveyance and gave it to Meridian 
(R. 1098, pp. 94-96; Ex. 15), an act which Luddington alleges was 
fraudulent and in breach of Larsen's duties as Trustee (R. 25). 
After the Foothill Trust Deed was recorded, Granada recorded yet 
a third Trust Deed in favor of Luddington on the Bodenvest Land 
(hereinafter the "Third Luddington Trust Deed"), this time in the 
amount of $400,000 (Ex. 22). This apparently was intended to 
secure principal and interest on a loan Luddington had made in 
1984 to defendant EFF Fund, Ltd. a limited partnership controlled 
by Larsen and unrelated to Bodenvest (R. 21-23, 41; R. 1099, p. 
213). 
These transactions resulted in the current state of title. 
To summarize, Petersens1 Trust Deed is first in time but is 
subordinate to Foothill by contract. Therefore, Foothill is 
effectively in first position, Petersens are in second position, 
and Luddington ended up subordinated to both. 
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23, 1986 (Ex. 16). The check was endorsed by Granada and 
deposited in a Granada checking account. The check covered most 
of an overdraft in Granada's account caused principally by a 
Granada check in the amount of $285,000 issued five days earlier 
to Cardon/Meadows in Phoenix and designated in the register as 
"Baseline Prnt" (Ex. 56, 58; R. 1100, p. 377). 
The Foothill loan was recorded by Granada as a payable on 
the balance sheet of Granada. No entry was made in the account-
ing records of Bodenvest (R. 1100, pp. 375, 378). Foothill knew 
of no benefit to Bodenvest from the loan, and the evidence was 
undisputed that there was none (R. 1098, pp. 37-39; R. 1099, pp. 
134, 212). 
No contract was obtained by Foothill from Bodenvest to 
guarantee the Granada-Larsen note, and no resolution was obtained 
from Granada authorizing Larsen to sign for Granada on behalf of 
Bodenvest. Issuance of the Trust Deed on Bodenvest1 s Land was 
not approved by Granada's Board of Directors. Jenson does not 
recall a board meeting to authorize the Trust Deed, but merely 
acted on Larsen's instructions, assuming that it was proper 
because Larsen said so (R. 1099, pp. 133, 170). Apple testified 
that he was not aware of the Foothill Trust Deed, that there was 
no board meeting that authorized the Foothill Trust Deed, that he 
had not personally authorized it as a member of the board, and 
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that Granada had no right to collateralize anything but Granada's 
own property for the loans (R. 1099, pp. 209-212). 
Granada failed to make all the interest payments on the 
Granada-Larsen Note and failed to repay the note when it came due 
in July. On September 2, 1986f Granada made a $55,795.34 payment 
on the note, and Foothill renewed the note (Ex. 57). Sometime 
after September 11, 1986, the second Foothill note in the amount 
of $201,851 was signed, back-dated to July 22, and made payable 
on November 19, 1986. Interest on the extension note was already 
past due for two months when it was signed (R. 1098, pp. 45-47; 
Ex. 9, 43). 
When the second note came due in November, no payment of 
principal was made by Granada. It is unclear when the loan was 
renewed again. The second renewal note is dated December 10, 
1986, and is for a six-month term (Ex. 10, 45). It is the 
obligation upon which Foothill seeks foreclosure. Foothill 
finally got around to asking for updated financials from Larsen, 
Granada, and Cordova on February 2, 1987 (Ex. 46). It was too 
late; no payment of principal or interest was received by 
Foothill after the note was renewed in December. 
Granada filed bankruptcy on February 13, 1987. Larsen filed 
bankruptcy on March 23, 1987, listing as creditors both Foothill 
and Petersens (Ex. 61). Foothill itself was closed by the state 
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in April, 1987 , and its assets were purchased by Zion's First 
National Bank (R. 1098, p. 49). Zions charged the Granada-Larsen 
debt back to Foothill in August, 1987 (Ex. 47). Foothill, 
Bodenvest, and the other parties were sued by Luddington in May, 
1987. 
Bodenvest fs partners were stunned by Granadafs bankruptcy 
and first learned about the state of title to Bodenvest's land at 
a meeting conducted by Jenson on April 6, 1987 (R. 1097, p. 256; 
Ex. 55). They eventually elected a new general partner on 
February 16, 1988 (Ex. 6). 
SUMMARY OP ARGUMENT 
1. The Trust Deed Foothill seeks to foreclose was given as 
security for a personal loan made by Foothill to Bodenvest's 
general partner and its controlling officer for purposes wholely 
unrelated to the partnership's business, which was fully apparent 
to Foothill. The act was clear self-dealing by Granada and a 
flagrant breach of Granada's fiduciary duties. The trial court 
made no findings that Granada had either actual or apparent 
authority to execute the Trust Deed as general partner of 
Bodenvest, and the evidence was clear that no such authority 
existed. Corporate resolutions given to Foothill also show that 
Larsen had no authority to sign the Trust Deed for Granada. 
Being completely unauthorized, the Trust Deed is void and 
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unenforceable against Bodenvest under Code Sections 48-1-6 and 
48-1-7. It was error for the trial court to decree foreclosure. 
2. The Trust Deed also fails for lack of consideration. 
In addition, the Trust Deed and Hypothecation Statement do not 
expressly purport to secure the Granada-Larsen Note for which 
foreclosure was granted. Under Code Section 57-1-20 the Trust 
Deed is ineffective as a conveyance to secure the Granada-Larsen 
debt unless it says so in the Trust Deed. There is no other 
written document or contract whereby Bodenvest agrees to answer 
for the Granada-Larsen debt. The contracts are so deficient that 
they cannot be enforced against Bodenvest to satisfy the Granada/ 
Larsen loan. It was error for the trial court to conclude that 
these deficiencies were insignificant. 
3. Foothill was in a position to properly protect itself, 
and it could have been fully paid by Granada. It should be 
estopped from seeking payment from Bodenvest. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I. 
THB FOOTHILL TRUST DEED IS UNENFORCEABLE 
AGAINST BODENVEST BECAUSE IT WAS UNAUTHOR-
ISED. 
"The question in this case is not whether the bank 
[Foothill] loaned money and is entitled to be paid. It did, and 
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i t i s . The q u e s t i o n i s by whom?" E s t a t e of Anderson v. Smith, 
I n d i a n a , 316 N.E.2d 592, 83 ALR 3d 1157 (1974 ) . 
F o o t h i l l i s o b v i o u s l y e n t i t l e d to r e c e i v e payment from 
Granada and L a r s e n , the c o - s i g n e r s on the l o a n . F o o t h i l l has in 
f a c t f i l e d p roof s of c la im in the r e s p e c t i v e bankrup tcy p roceed -
ings seek ing f u l l payment (Ex. 6 3 , 6 4 ) . These bankruptcy e s t a t e s 
have some a s s e t s . F o o t h i l l i s covered by t i t l e i n su rance to the 
e x t e n t they may not recover from Larsen and Granada. 
A p p e l l a n t ' s c o n t e n t i o n i s s i m p l y t h a t F o o t h i l l i s n o t 
e n t i t l e d to f o r e c l o s e upon B o d e n v e s t f s o n l y a s s e t t o s a t i s f y 
L a r s e n ' s and G r a n a d a ' s d e b t t o F o o t h i l l , and the t r i a l c o u r t 
erroneously decreed foreclosure. 
A. THE TRANSACTION WAS SO DNOSOAL THAT 
FOOTHILL HAD A DOTY TO INVESTIGATE GRANADA'S 
AUTHORITY AND THE BORDEN TO PROVE THAT 
GRANADA WAS AOTHORIZED TO EXECUTE THE TROST 
DEED. 
In the absence of consent or ratification by other partners, 
not a single reported case was found that has enforced a contract 
given by a partner that attempts to obligate the partnership to 
secure or guarantee his private debts. Because of the unusual 
nature of such a loan, the authority of the borrowing partner is 
immediately questionable. Courts in other jurisdictions have 
placed the burden of investigating and proving authority on the 
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bank seeking to enforce the obligation. For Utah, see Peterson 
v. Armstrong, 24 Utah 96, 66 P. 767 (1901). 
Very close in its facts is Chelsea Nat. Bank v. Lincoln 
Plaza Towers Associates, 461 N.Y.S. 2d 328 (A.D. Dept.l, 1983), 
aff'd 462 N.E.2d 130 (1984), wherein a bank tried to recover on a 
defaulted loan made to a corporation by proceeding on several 
guarantees received from a limited partnership whose general 
partner controlled the borrower and who had personally guaranteed 
the debt. It was held as follows: 
"When analyzed in light of the stated purpose 
of the partnership (to acquire, improve, and 
operate leasehold realty), none of the 
enumerated powers of the general partners 
confers actual authority to set the partner-
ship up as a guarantor on a loan personally 
guaranteed by the signing general partner. 
• • • 
Even if Greenfield [the general partnerl had 
signed the 1974 guarantee on behalf of the 
partnership, the burden would still be on 
plaintiff [the bank] to show that [the 
general partner] had the actual authority to 
bind the partnership in this respect (First 
National Bank of Ann Arbor Mich, v. Farson, 
226 N.Y. 218, 123 N.E. 490). As that case 
holds, the authority of a partner to guaran-
tee, in the name of the partnership, obliga-
tions of third parties is not usual, and must 
be found in the partnership agreement or 
shown to be inherent in the partnership 
business. Neither was shown here." 
Finding that there was also no ratification, the court in Chelsea 
states further: 
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"It was the obligation of the plaintiff [the 
bank] to make some effort to discover the 
actual scope of [the general partners1] 
authority [citation omitted] . For all that 
appears, it made no such effort. It neither 
examined the limited partnership agreement 
nor consulted with counsel as to its meaning 
or significance. It merely collected 
signatures from one individual purporting to 
act for several principals to guarantee his 
own obligations. Moreover, there was no 
proof that the limited partnership received 
or accepted the benefit of the loan, or that 
it was applied to the limited partnership. 
There was no showing upon personal knowledge 
of the use of the loan proceeds. The proof 
was insufficient as a matter of law to 
establish that the guarantee was binding on 
defendant." 
In Gustafson v. Gustafson, 47 Wash. App. 272, 734 P.2d 949 
(1987), Review den. 109 Wash 2d 1024 (1988), a corporate general 
partner used three parcels of its limited partnership's real 
property to secure bank loans made to a financially stressed 
corporation owned by the general partner's president. When the 
debtor defaulted, the three parcels were deeded to the bank by 
the general partner in lieu of foreclosure. The court held that 
the president of the general partner acted without authority and 
quieted title to the property in the limited partnership. The 
court states at 454;955: 
"RCW 25.04.100(1) provides that '[w]here 
title to real property is in the partnership 
name, any partner may convey title to such 
property . . . .' However, an exception to 
this rule exists when the party to whom the 
conveyance is made knows that the partner is 
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exceeding his authority or when the convey-
ance is apparently not for the carrying on of 
partnership business, RCW 25,04.090(1) and 
(2). 
• * * 
We are left with a situation in which the 
Bank knew that ^BC Properties and R & H 
received no benefit whatsoever in encumbering 
the real estate in question. Nevertheless, 
the Bank actively participated in a security 
agreement, which had the effect of rendering 
the limited partnership and corporation 
valueless, and did so to secure high interest 
rate loans. It did so with knowledge that 
Virginia had equitable rights in R & H. The 
Bank therefore cannot argue that the rule 
that a partner acting apparently in the scope 
of the business of the partnership can give 
good title to the purchaser of real estate. 
The exception in RCW 25.04.090 controls, as 
the Bank knew and cooperated with Ragnar in 
looting the limited partnership. It is clear 
that these acts were outside the scope of the 
limited partnership's business -- and in 
clear breach of the fiduciary duties owed to 
the partnership." 
The case of Gold Fork Lumber Co. v. Sweany & Smith Co., 
Idaho, 205 P. 554 (1922), involved a partnership consisting of a 
father and his three sons. The father gave a chattel mortgage on 
partnership property to secure two notes signed by the father and 
two of the sons, but which were unrelated to the partnership. 
The Idaho Supreme Court held that the trial court should have set 
aside the chattel mortgage. The court states at 554-555: 
"There is no competent evidence in the record 
which shows that the indebtedness which the 
mortgage was given to secure was the indebt-
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e d n e s s of t h e p a r t n e r s h i p , b u t , on the 
c o n t r a r y , t h e e v i d e n c e shows t h a t t h e 
indebtedness was the individual indebtedness 
of D a n i e l A l l e n , i n c u r r e d p r i o r to t h e 
formation of the par tne rsh ip and the purchase 
of the m i l l , which f a c t s were known to 
responden t , and that the mill was purchased 
on account of the pa r t ne r sh ip . I t i s nowhere 
s u g g e s t e d t h a t the p a r t n e r s h i p , as such , 
assumed, or intended to assume, the debt , nor 
t h a t Daniel Allen had au thor i ty to bind the 
p a r t n e r s h i p or mor tgage t h e p a r t n e r s h i p 
property to pay i t . 
* * * 
The rule is well es tab l i shed that a mortgage 
given by one p a r t n e r , in the name of the 
p a r t n e r s h i p , for a debt known by the person 
t a k i n g the s e c u r i t y to be h i s i n d i v i d u a l 
debt , and without the consent of the o the r 
p a r t n e r s , is not binding on the p a r t n e r s h i p , 
[ c i t a t i o n s o m i t t e d . ] The g i v i n g of a 
mortgage upon firm proper ty , by a par tner to 
secure h is individual debt , is not an act for 
apparen t ly carrying on in the usual way the 
bus iness of the p a r t n e r s h i p , and does not 
bind the pa r tne r sh ip unless authorized by the 
other p a r t n e r s . " 
B . GRANADA HAD NO APPARENT OR ACTUAL 
AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE THE TRUST DEED FOR 
BODENVEST. 
While t h i s case p r e s e n t s an issue of f i r s t impression in 
Utah, i t c e r t a i n l y does not present one tha t i s d i f f i c u l t in i t s 
s o l u t i o n . E x e c u t i o n of F o o t h i l l ' s T rus t Deed was a c l e a r 
unauthorized act by Granada and a breach of Granada's f iduciary 
duty to Bodenvest. 
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There is no dispute that the loan was made to Granada and 
Larsen. The original note and the renewal notes are all signed 
by Larsen, for himself and Granada. All the other loan documents 
so state, and counsel for Foothill stipulated as much (R. 1098, 
P. 32). 
There is also no dispute that the purpose of the loan was to 
provide Granada working capital for its own business needs. 
There is no dispute that Granada received the money and used it 
for its stated purpose. The evidence is clear on this point, and 
counsel for Foothill stipulated that Granada got the money (R. 
1098, p.32). 
There is no dispute that the bank knew that the land 
proposed as collateral belonged to Bodenvest. It was clear that 
Bodenvest was a separate limited partnership that was not 
receiving any benefit from the loan whatsoever. There was no 
pretense between Foothill and Granada that the loan or the Trust 
Deed was for any business purpose of Bodenvest. 
Foothill's loan officer apparently was complacent because 
Granada had performed on other loans in the past (Ex. 30). He 
was obviously unconcerned about whether the loan was for any 
business purpose of Bodenvest. He testified as follows (R. 1098, 
pp. 40-41): 
Q. Now, can you tell me, sir, at the time 
the loan was made in April 23rd, 1986, 
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what your understanding was of what the 
business of Bodenvest was? 
[ G r a n t ] . I d o n ' t r e c a l l having t h a t 
unders tanding. I d o n ' t r e c a l l having 
any knowledge of t h a t . 
* * * 
* * * Did you o b t a i n f i n a n c i a l s ta tements 
from Bodenvest? 
I don ' t find any in the loan f i l e , no. 
Did you do a c r ed i t check on Bodenvest? 
I don ' t see any evidence of t h a t , no. 
Did you do any kind of ana lys i s tha t would 
ind ica te Bodenvest ' s a b i l i t y to repay t h i s 
loan? 
If I may say s o , Bodenvest is not the 
borrower. He was not looking and did 
not l i s t the sou rces of repayment to 
[be] B o d e n v e s t . The b o r r o w e r was 
Granada Inc . 
In o the r words , you j u s t used Bodenves t ' s 
property to secure the loan but i t was not 
intended to be a source of repayment for the 
loan; i s tha t a fa i r statement? 
I be l ieve tha t i s , yes . 
I w i l l r e p r e s e n t to you t h a t , and the 
e v i d e n c e w i l l show t h a t B o d e n v e s t i s a 
pa r tne r sh ip tha t owns raw law, and I be l ieve 
i t i n d i c a t e s t h a t even in t h e a p p r a i s a l 
r e p o r t of Mr. LeCheminant. I take i t you 
made no determinat ion as to whether Bodenvest 
would have to l i q u i d a t e i t s proper ty in order 
to s a t i s f y t h i s loan? 
No, I d i d n ' t make t h a t d e t e r m i n a t i o n . 
Bodenvest i s not a borrower. 
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Foothill presented no evidence that Grant made any effort 
whatever to discover the actual scope of Granada's authority. As 
stated in Chelsea, supra, he "neither examined the limited 
partnership agreement nor consulted with counsel as to its 
meaning or significance. "8 He made no effort to obtain consent 
from any of Bodenvest's partners. As further stated in Chelsea, 
he "merely collected signatures from one individual [Dean Larsen] 
purporting to act for several principals to guarantee his own 
obligation". 
We are not aware of any serious contention on the part of 
Foothill that Granada had actual authority to execute the 
Foothill Trust Deed. The trial court made no findings or 
conclusions that Granada had such authority. Under U.C.A. 
section 48-2-9, which is adopted in more restrictive form in 
Paragraph 15.3 of Bodenvest's Certificate, Granada had "all the 
rights and powers, and [was] subject to all the restrictions and 
liabilities, of a partner in a partnership without limited 
partners . . . ." Paragraph 15.3 B and D of the Certificate, 
8ln Finding No. 10, the court finds that Grant received 
Bodenvest's Certificate prior to making the loan. This is 
completely unsupported by the evidence. Grant testified that he 
did not remember whether he got a copy of Bodenvest's Certificate 
before or after the loan and does not remember reviewing it (R. 
1098, pp. 33, 98). Nothing is mentioned about the Certificate in 
other loan documents. 
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however, prohibited Granada from doing "any act which would make 
it impossible to carry on the ordinary business of the partner-
ship" or from "assign[ing] the rights of the partnership in 
specific partnership property for other than a partnership 
purpose". 
Under paragraph 15.2 of Bodenvest's Certificate, the general 
partner is given broad general powers and discretion, but only in 
so far as "appropriate to his management of the partnership 
business . . . ." There are obviously no enumerated powers that 
authorize Bodenvest's general partner to use partnership assets 
to secure its own debts. 
As to whether Granada had apparent authority to execute the 
Foothill Trust Deed, the Uniform acts focus on whether the trans-
action was for the carrying on of the partnership's business. 
Section 48-1-6(2) provides: 
"Any act of a partner which is not apparently 
for the carrying on of the business of the 
partnership in the usual way does not bind 
the partnership, unless authorized by the 
other partners." 
Also under Section 48-1-7, a partnership may recover from a 
grantee real property held in the partnership name that was 
conveyed by one of the partners, "unless the partner's act binds 
the partnership under the provisions of Section 48-1-6(1) . . .." 
The section referred to makes binding any instrument executed in 
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the partnership name "for apparently carrying on in the usual way 
the business of the partnership unless the partner so acting has 
in fact no authority to act for the partnership in the particular 
matter and the person with whom he is dealing has knowledge of 
the fact that he has no such authority." 
While the facts of this case may not be as strong as those 
in the Gustafson case, supra, we believe that Foothill knew 
enough to know, or at least it should have known, that Granada 
was exceeding its authority. It was a willing participant in 
Granada's breach of fiduciary duty. The property should be 
recoverable under Section 48-1-7 for this reason alone. 
In any event, the Foothill Trust Deed is not binding under 
both Sections 48-1-6(2) and 48-1-7 if it was not "for apparently 
carrying on of the business of Bodenvest in the usual way." It 
had to be "within the real scope of the business or such as third 
persons may reasonably conclude, from all the circumstances, to 
be embraced within it." Bole v. Lyle, Tennessee, 237 S.W.2d 931 
at 933 (1955). 
It is impossible to imagine how securing Granada's debts 
could be considered "apparently carrying on" of Bodenvest's busi-
ness, when the loan was admittedly for the business and benefit 
of Granada. Foothill's loan officer did not even concern himself 
about Bodenvest's business. Bodenvest's only business was 
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hold ing a p a r c e l of raw land f and i t was the only business of 
Bodenvest known or apparent to F o o t h i l l . Bodenvest was conduct-
ing t h i s business at the time Footh i l l obtained i t s t i t l e repor t s 
and appra i sa l p r io r to accepting the Trust Deed. In fac t , the 
t r i a l cou r t made no f ind ing or conc lus ion that executing the 
F o o t h i l l T r u s t Deed was a p p a r e n t l y for the c a r r y i n g on of 
Bodenvest1s business in the usual way. 
F o o t h i l l ' s counsel argued at t r i a l tha t Bodenvest was in the 
b u s i n e s s of l ending and borrowing money, and prepared for the 
t r i a l c o u r t ' s adoption paragraphs 13 and 19 of the Findings of 
F a c t . P a r a g r a p h 13 f i n d s t h a t the P e t e r s e n s ' T r u s t Deed 
e x p r e s s l y p r o v i d e s t h a t i t was g i v e n t o s e c u r e a d e b t of 
G r a n a d a ' s , which i s t rue (Ex. 13). Paragraph 19 is vague but 
apparent ly re fe r s to the Luddington loans and the t r a n s a c t i o n s 
con t a ined in Bodenvest 's checking account when the account was 
used by Granada as a c l e a r i n g account for o the r p a r t n e r s h i p 
loans . 
The t r i a l cour t did not find tha t these t r ansac t ions were 
r ep re sen t a t i ve of Bodenvest1s usual bus iness ; they were simply 
other misdeeds of Granada. I t would be absurd if the scope of 
B o d e n v e s t ' s b u s i n e s s were de termined by o the r i n s t a n c e s of 
Granada's unauthorized conduct. 
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Regardless, Foothill made no claim and presented no evidence 
that it had any knowledge of these transactions or that they were 
relied upon by Foothill in accepting Foothill's Trust Deed, They 
cannot be considered to represent "apparent" business of 
Bodenvest as far as Foothill is concerned. Borrowing from 
principles of agency, apparent authority must come from the acts 
of the principal, not the agent, and the third party claiming 
apparent authority must have reasonably relied on the conduct in 
good faith. The more unusual the transaction, the more an 
inquiry as to the status of the agent is required in order to 
justify reasonable reliance. These concepts are summarized at 
length in Oriental Commercial & Shipping v. Rosseel, N.V., 702 F. 
Supp. 1005 (S.D.N.Y., 1988), wherein the court states in part at 
1014-1015: 
It is well established under New York law 
that "the existence of 'apparent authority1 
depends upon a factual showing that [a] third 
party relied upon the misrepresentation of 
[an] agent because of some misleading conduct 
on the part of the principal—not the agent." 
[Citations omitted.] Indeed, "[t]he very 
basis of the doctrine of apparent authority 
indicates that the principal can be held 
liable under the doctrine only where he was 
responsible for the appearance of authority 
in the agent to conduct the transaction in 
question". Id. ^s Judge Friendly explained: 
Professor Mechem stated many years 
ago that "[t]he authority of an 
agent, and its nature and extent 
. . .,can only be established by 
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tracing it to its source in some 
word or act of the alleged princi-
pal. The agent cannot confer 
authority upon himself or make 
himself an agent merely by saying 
that he is one." 1 Mechem, Agency 
§ 285, at 205 (1914 ed.) . . . . 
As Judge Levet shrewdly observed in 
Dr. Beck & Co. v. General Electric 
Co., 210 F. Supp. 86f 90 (S.D.N.Y. 
1962), aff'd, 317 F.2d 538 (2d Cir. 
1963) : 
While agents are often 
successful in creating an 
appearance of authority 
by their own acts and 
s t a t e m e n t s , such an 
a p p e a r a n c e does not 
create apparent author-
ity. Mechem, Agency 61 
(4 ed. 1952) . 
Karavos Compania Naviera S.A. v. 
Atlantica Export Corporation, 588 
F.2d 1, 10 (2d Cir. 1978). H[T]he 
existence of 'apparent authority1 
depends upon the factual showing 
that the third party relied upon 
the misrepresentations of the agent 
because of some misleading conduct 
on the part of the principal." 
Ford v. Unity Hospital, supra, 32 
N.Y.2d 464, 346 N.Y.S.2d 238, 244, 
299 N . E . 2d 6 5 9 , 664 (1973) 
(emphasis added); 
* * * 
In other words, a third party with 
whom the agent deals may rely on an 
appearance of authority only to the 
extent that such reliance is 
reasonable. Hallock v. State, 64 
N.Y.2d 224, 231, 485 N.Y.S.2d 510, 
513, 474 N.E.2d 1178, 1181 (1984) 
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(citations omitted). The more 
extraordinary the transaction, 
then, the more reasonable becomes a 
greater degree of inquiry into the 
status of the apparent agent. Cf. 
General Overseas Films, 542 F.Supp. 
at 690-92. Indeed, "the principal 
will not be bound by the act of his 
agent in excess of his actual 
authority where the party doing 
business with the agent knows the 
extent of the latter's authority, 
o r where the facts and circum-
stances are such as to put him on 
inquiry as to the power and good 
faith of the agent." Strip Clean 
Floor Refmish v. New York Dist. 
Coun No. 9, 333 F.Supp. 385, 395 
(E.D.N.Y. 1971) (emphasis in 
original) (citations omitted.) 
In the district court's oral ruling (R. 1100, pp. 465-468), 
which is apparently reduced to writing in paragraph 20 of the 
Findings of Fact, the crux of the trial court's decision seems to 
be the fact that in 1976 Larsen signed Bodenvest's Certificate in 
a self-professed representative capacity as administrator for the 
limited partners.9 apparently by allowing Larsen to do this, the 
partners "clothed" Larsen with "actual or apparent authority on 
behalf of such limited partners in matters related to Bodenvest". 
^Paragraph 20 of the Findings states: "The Limited Partners 
of Bodenvest allowed Larsen to sign the Certificate and Agreement 
of Limited Partnership (Exhibit "P-l") which became a public, 
recorded document telling the world that Larsen was clothed with 
actual or apparent authority on behalf of such limited partners 
in matters related to Bodenvest" (R. 1006). 
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We first dispute that the parties "allowed" Larsen to do 
this. The evidence was that Larsen took an improper short cut in 
signing this document. He was not the partners1 administrator, 
and they were unaware that Larsen had signed for them (R. 1099, 
pp. 250-251; R. 1100, pp. 313-318). 
But all this begs the question entirely. What is at issue 
is Granada's authority, not Larsen's. Granada's actual authority 
under the Certificate is not affected by whether the limited 
partners executed the Certificate or whether Larsen signed for 
them. The granted powers remain the same, and they do not 
include authority for this transaction. Granada's apparent 
authority is still confined by statute to transactions that are 
apparently for carrying on of Bodenvest's business in the usual 
way. Neither the Certificate nor any other document executed by 
the partners, or even by Larsen on behalf of the partners, 
purports to give Granada or Larsen any authority to use partner-
ship property to secure their private obligations. 
If, on the other hand, the point of this finding is that 
Larsen was empowered by the limited partners to consent to the 
Trust Deed, then this finding is clearly not supported by the 
evidence, nor is it germane, since Foothill has asserted no 
defense of ratification or consent. Foothill presented no 
evidence that Larsen was, or represented himself to be, an agent 
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for any of the limited partners of Bodenvest when this trans-
action occurred in 1986. The partners were mostly different from 
those for whom Larsen signed ten years earlier. 
This can be seen from the amendment to Bodenvest1s Certifi-
cate filed with the county in 1984, nearest in time to Foothill's 
-loan (Ex. 3). Comparing the list of Bodenvest's partners in this 
document with the original certificate filed in 1976 (Ex. 36) , 
Bodenvest's partners had risen in number from 10 to 12, and only 
three of those twelve were among the original limited partners. 
Equally important, Foothill presented no proof that its loan 
officer paid any attention to how the Certificate was signed or 
that he was in any way prompted to make the loan on the idea that 
Larsen was somehow acting on behalf of the partners of Bodenvest. 
Thus, the trial court's crucial finding resolves no issue that 
was before the court and does not support its conclusions or 
decree. This was a complete red herring interjected by 
Foothill's counsel. 
We submit that the case here presented is simply that of a 
bank that was lured into a bad loan by an insolvent customer. 
Foothill chose to deal with Larsen and Granada without a diligent 
examination of their current ability to repay, without the 
slightest concern about Granada's authority to pledge the 
Bodenvest property, without any inquiry into Bodenvest's busi-
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ness, and under unusual circumstances that should have dictated 
extra caution. Neither Bodenvest nor its limited partners are in 
any way responsible for Foothill's loss, and recovery should be 
solely against Granada and Larsen. 
C. LARSEN HAD NO AUTHORITY TO SIGN THE TRUST 
DEED FOR GRANADA. 
Foothill obtained from Granada a resolution (Ex. 8; Appendix 
B) showing that Larsen, as President of Granada, was authorized 
to borrow money "for the use of the corporation and to sign 
promissory notes of the company for the same. . . . " It also 
authorizes Larsen "to execute such mortgages upon the property of 
the corporation . . . as may be required. . . ." (Emphasis 
added). Larsen1s authority was limited by this document to 
pledging property of Granada only. Foothill knew or should have 
known that Larsen was exceeding that authority when he signed on 
behalf of Granada to mortgage the Bodenvest property as security 
for Granada's debt. 
POINT II. 
THE TRUST DEED IS UNENFORCEABLE AGAINST 
BODENVEST FOR LACK OF CONSIDERATION. 
The consideration required to sustain a Trust Deed is the 
same as that required to sustain a simple contract. Surety Life 
Ins. Co., v. Rose Chapel Mortuaryy Inc., Idaho, 514 P.2d 594 
(1973). A loan to a third party is sufficient consideration for 
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a Trust Deed if there is some interest served or benefit obtained 
by the mortgagor, such as where the granting mortgagor induces a 
loan to a business being promoted by the mortgagor. Bangerter v. 
Poulten, Utah, 663 P.2d 100 (1983). The law is summarized in 
Riddle v. La Salle National Bank, 34 111. App. 2d 116, 180 N.E.2d 
719 at 721: 
"The consideration for a mortgage need not 
move directly from the mortgagee to the 
mortgagor. The consideration may consist in 
a loan to a third person. If, at the 
mortgagor's request, any detriment, loss or 
damage is sustained by the mortgagee or if 
any advantage, profit or benefit is conferred 
on or accrues to the mortgagor, there is 
sufficient consideration to support the 
mortgage. II Jones, Mortgages, 8th ed. sec. 
751; 36 Am. Jur., Mortgages, sec. 61." 
See also 9 Thompson, Real Property, §4764 at p. 439» 
In this case Foothill presented no evidence that there was 
any direct or indirect benefit of any kind contemplated for 
Bodenvest, nor did Bodenvest induce the loan. The record 
demonstrates clearly that Bodenvest received no consideration. 
POINT III. 
THE TRUST DEED IS NOT AH EFFECTIVE CONVEYANCE 
AS SECURITY FOR THE GRANADA/LARSEN NOTE. 
When a trust deed is given to secure the debt or obligation 
of a person other than the grantor, such other person must be 
named in the trust deed. Otherwise, as in this case, the trust 
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deed would be silent as to what obligation was being 
Sections 57-1-19 and 57-1-20 provide in relevant part as 
57-1-19. Trust deeds - Definitions. 
As used in this act: 
* * * 
(3) "Trust deed" means a deed executed in 
conformity with this act and conveying real 
property to a trustee in trust to secure the 
performance of an obligation of the grantor 
or other person named in the deed to a 
beneficiary, (Emphasis added.) 
57-1-20. Transfers in trust of real property — 
Purposes — Effect. 
Transfers in trust of real property may be 
made to secure the performance of an obli-
gation of the trustor or any other person 
named in the trust deed to a beneficiary. * 
* * (Emphasis added.) 
The debt under consideration in this proceeding is that 
arising under the renewal promissory note made by Granada and 
Larsen in favor of Foothill dated December 10 , 1986. The 
question is whether the debt represented by this note is secured 
by Foothill's Trust Deed. 
There are only two written documents of record that were 
signed by Granada purporting to act on behalf of Bodenvest. One 
is the "Hypothecation Statement". It provides that a trust deed 
will be given to Foothill for the purpose of inducing Foothill to 
"loan money and grant credit from time to time to Bodenvest, 
secured. 
follows: 
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Ltd., a Utah Limited Partnership". This document clearly does 
not purport to authorize Foothill to receive property of 
Bodenvest as security for loans made to Granada and Larsen. 
The only other document is the disputed Trust Deed itself, 
which states that its purpose is to secure "a promissory note of 
even date herewith . . . made by Trustor [Bodenvest] . . . ." 
Bodenvest is not a maker on any note payable to Foothill. No 
mention is made in the Trust Deed of the Granada-Larsen obli-
gation. 
More important than what the bank obtained from Bodenvest is 
what it did not obtain. First, Bodenvest is not an accommodation 
maker on any of the notes. Second, the "Resolution to Borrow" 
executed by Granada authorized Granada to give collateral and 
execute mortgages only "upon property of the corporation"; 
Foothill never obtained a resolution from Granada whereby Granada 
was authorized to sign documents pledging assets of Bodenvest to 
secure the debt in question. Finally, Foothill did not seek, and 
Granada did not provide, a contract whereby Bodenvest guaranteed 
Granada's debt to Foothill. 
Thus, there is no written document that Granada signed for 
Bodenvest that on its face purports to secure or guarantee the 
Granada-Larsen obligation. A promise to answer for the debt, 
default, or miscarriage of another is void unless in writing. 
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Utah Code Ann. §25-5-4(3). If Foothill intended to obtain 
documents that obligated Bodenvest, it simply failed to do so. 
Foothill presented no evidence of mutual mistake or fraud by 
Granada, nor did Foothill seek reformation of the documents. 
Therefore, we submit that under §57-1-20 the Trust Deed was 
fatally defective as a transfer in trust to secure the Granada-
Larsen Note. 
Tn t h i s r e g a r d , Bodenvest t akes p a r t i c u l a r e x c e p t i o n to the 
t r i a l c o u r t ' s F i n d i n g of F a c t No. 10 as i t r e l a t e s t o t h e 
Hypotheca t ion S t a t e m e n t . The Finding s t a t e s : 
" 1 0 . B o d e n v e s t (by i t s G e n e r a l P a r t n e r 
G r a n a d a , t h r o u g h i t s P r e s i d e n t , L a r s e n ) 
c o n s e n t e d a n d a g r e e d t o e n c u m b e r t h e 
B o d e n v e s t Rea l P r o p e r t y as ev idenced by an 
Hypo theca t ion S ta tement da ted Apr i l 2 3 , 1988, 
e x e c u t e d by B o d e n v e s t . ( E x h i b i t " P - 1 2 " . ) 
L a r r y G r a n t , E x e c u t i v e V i c e - P r e s i d e n t of 
F o o t h i l l r e v i e w e d t h e C e r t i f i c a t e and 
Agreement of Limited P a r t n e r s h i p ( E x h i b i t " P -
1") p r i o r to e x e c u t i o n of the Apr i l Note and 
in tended t h a t t he Hypotheca t ion S t a t emen t be 
a u t h o r i t y from B o d e n v e s t to encumber i t s 
p r o p e r t y fo r t h e A p r i l N o t e e x e c u t e d by 
Granada and L a r s e n . " 
T h i s F i n d i n g i s c o n t r a r y to the language of the Hypothe-
c a t i o n S ta t emen t i t s e l f . I t says no th ing about l oans to Granada 
or L a r s e n . This document was changed from Granada to Bodenvest 
(R. 1098, p . 1 6 ) . I f the document meant any th ing o t h e r than what 
i t s a y s , F o o t h i l l p r e s e n t e d no e v i d e n c e of t h e f a c t . Grant 
t e s t i f i e d t h a t he d id not know who p r e p a r e d the document or i f 
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the changes made on it were mistaken or not (R. 1098, pp. 15-
16). 
As for the Trust Deed, the trial court glossed over the fact 
that it fails to make any reference to the Granada-Larsen loan. 
As it stands, the Trust Deed is consistent with the Hypothecation 
Statement. 
In its Conclusion of Law No. 2, the trial court concludes 
that "Any minor defects in the Foothill Trust Deed are not 
material." It is not stated what minor defects the court refers 
to, but we submit that, if Foothill intended to secure the 
Granada-Larsen Note by the Trust Deed, failure to make any 
mention of the note is no immaterial defect. 
POINT IV. 
FOOTHILL SHOULD BE ESTOPPED FROM SEEKING TO 
ENFORCE THE TROST DEED. 
Foothill was in a position to protect itself, but chose not 
to do so. It should bear the burden of its losses. It should 
not be allowed to make itself whole at the expense of Bodenvest's 
partners. Foothill overlooked the following: 
1. An out-of-date and weak balance sheet of Granada, Inc. 
The balance sheet received from Granada, Inc. (Ex. 35) was not 
only a year old, it demonstrated that Granada was bankrupt. On 
the accountant's compilation report at the beginning of the 
financial statements, they clearly give the "strongest adverse 
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opinion that an accounting firm can give" (R. 1100, p. 337). 
They indicate that the accounting records of Granada were not 
kept in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
and quantify the adjustments that would need to be made in order 
to get them within GAAP. If Foothill had simply applied these 
adjustments, it was obvious that Granada had a negative net worth 
and that it had been experiencing large operating deficits (R. 
1100, pp. 387-388). 
2. Warning signs in Larsen's financial statements, Larsen 
presented a financial statement (Ex. 34) that showed a large 
amount of cash and a net worth of over $12 million, which 
consisted primarily of market values for various limited partner-
ship interests. One glaring omission was a loan that Foothill 
itself had outstanding to Larsen for $250,000 (Ex. 30). Appar-
ently Foothill also made no attempt to reconcile the liabilities 
shown on this statement with the credit report on Larsen (Ex. 33) 
which showed recent inquiries from 12 assorted banks and leasing 
companies. 
3. Accepting property that belonged to another to secure 
the loan. Foothill's total lack of diligence in this regard has 
been discussed fully in the previous points of this brief. 
4. Using raw land to secure a short-term cash debt. This 
is a very high-risk arrangement (R. 1100, p. 274). 
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5. Failing to obtain repayment from the known sources of 
repayment. The Granada-Larsen Note was for 90 days. M l of the 
proposed sources of repayment were short term. The first source 
of repayment listed on the loan report was Granada's Plumtree 
project in Provo (Ex. 30). Granada in fact received $1,096,450 
into its Interoffice account from the Plumtree project on 
September 4, 1986. Granada transferred $349,550 of these funds 
to its operating account, from which it paid only $55,795.34 to 
Foothill (Ex. 59, 60; R. 1100, pp. 379-380). The Granada-Larsen 
Note was already overdue when this money was received. Granada 
had the funds to pay off Foothill completely (R. 1100, p. 380). 
Instead of seeking repayment from this and the other sources, 
Foothill extended the loans for almost a year beyond when the 
sources were expected to be available. They did this without any 
diligent inquiry as to the source of repayment for the exten-
sions. 
POIHT V. 
THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN NOT 
GRANTING BODENVEST1S NOTION TO AMEND ITS 
ANSWER TO FOOTHILL'S CROSSCLAIM. 
The under s igned c o u n s e l e n t e r e d t h e i r a p p e a r a n c e for 
Bodenvest on September 7 , 1989, only t h r e e months before the 
t r i a l began (R. 8 2 3 ) . B o d e n v e s t ' s p r e v i o u s counse l had not 
appeared at depos i t ions and was del inquent in providing responses 
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to discovery. Before trial we filed a Motion to Amend 
Bodenvest's Answer to Foothill's Crossclaim. The amendment 
sought to add some additional affirmative defenses that were not 
included in former counsel's Answer. No timely objections were 
made by counsel for Foothill, but the court never formally 
granted Bodenvest's motion. 
The matters which we sought to include in the amendment were 
fully tried, so there may have been no need to formally amend the 
Answer. This assignment of error is asserted here in order to 
avoid any waiver of the issue in case any controversy arises as 
to the issues properly before the District Court. 
CONCLUSION AND RELIEF REQUESTED 
Based on the foregoing, Bodenvest submits that Foothill's 
Trust Deed is invalid and unenforceable and seeks reversal of the 
District Court's Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure and remand of 
the case for resolution of the matters still pending before the 
trial court, with instructions to the trial court to enter 
judgment of no cause of action in favor of Bodenvest and against 
Foothill on Foothill's Cross-claim against Bodenvest. Bodenvest 
also seeks costs of this appeal. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this - V ^ day of January, 1991. 
RANDLE & DEAMER, P.C. 
Stephen RV Randle 
Attorneys for Appellant 
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APPENDIX A 
48-1-6. Partner agent of partnership as to partnership 
business. 
(1) Every partner is an agent of the partnership for the purpose of its busi-
ness, and the act of every partner, including the execution in the partnership 
name of any instrument for apparently carrying on in the usual way the 
business of the partnership of which he is a member, binds the partnership, 
unless the partner so acting has in fact no authority to act for the partnership 
in the particular matter and the person with whom he is dealing has knowl-
edge of the fact that he has no such authority 
(2) An act of a partner which is not apparently for the carrying on of the 
business of the partnership in the usual way does not bind the partnership, 
unless authorized by the other partners. 
(3) Unless authorized by the other partners or unless they have abandoned 
the business, one or more but less than all of the partners have no authority 
to: 
(a) Assign the partnership property in trust for creditors or on the 
assignee's promise to pay the debts of the partnership. 
(b) Dispose of the good will of the business. 
(c) Do any other act which would make it impossible to cany on the 
ordinary business of the partnership. 
(d) Confess a judgment 
(e) Submit a partnership claim or liability to arbitration or reference. 
(4) No act of a partner m contravention of a restriction on authority shall 
bind the partnership to persons having knowledge of the restriction. 
History: L. 1921. ch. 89,5 9; K3.1933 & C. 
1943, 69-1-& 
48-1-7. Conveyance of real property of partnership. 
Where title to real property is in the partnership name, any partner may 
convey title to such property by a conveyance executed in the partnership 
name; but the partnership may recover such property, unless the partner's act 
binds the partnership under the provisions of Section 48-1-6(1), or unless such 
property has been conveyed by the grantee or a person claiming through such 
grantee to a holder for value without knowledge that the partner in making 
the conveyance has exceeded his authority 
Where title to real property 10 in tho namo of tho partnership a conveyance 
executed by a partner in his own name passes the equitable interes$^fthe 
partnership, provided the act is one within the authority of the p r^trier under 
the provisions of Section 48-1-6(1). 
Where title to real property is in the name of one or gactfe but not all of the 
partners, and the record does not disclose the njjht"of the partnership, the 
partners in whose name the title stands may cpirtfey title to such property, but 
the partnership may recover such property/If the partners7 act does not bind 
the partnership under the pro vision of Section 48-1-6(1), unless the pur-
chaser or his assignee is a heifer for value without knowledge. 
Where the title to real oro^erty is in the name of one or more or all of tlie 
partners, or in a thini^rson in trust for the partnership, a conveyance exe-
cuted by a partngrin the partnership name, or m his own name, passes the 
equitable mjefest of the partnership, provided the act is one within the au-
thontv^Tthe partner under the provisions of Section 48-1-6(1). 
lere the title to real property is in the names of all the partners a convey-
by all tho partners pasoco all thcip righto in ouch property. 
History: L. 1921, ch. 89,1 10; ItS. 1933 & Cross-References. — Conveyances. Chap-
C. 1943, 69-1-7. ter 1 of Title 57 
48-2-9. Rights, powers and liabilities of a general partner. 
A general partner shall have all the rights and powers, and be subject to all 
the restrictions and liabilities, of a partner in a partnership without limited 
partners, except that without the written consent or ratification of the specific 
act by all the limited partners, a general partner or all of the general partners 
have no authority to: 
(1) Do any act in contravention of the certificate. 
(2) Do any act which would make it impossible to carry on the ordinary 
business of the partnership. 
(3) Confess a judgment against the partnership. 
(4) Possess partnership property, or assign their rights in specific part-
nership property, for other than a partnership purpose. 
(5) Admit a person as a general partner. 
(6) Admit a person as a limited partner, unless the right so to do is 
given in the certificate. 
(7) Continue the business with partnership property on the death, re-
tirement or insanity of a general partner, unless the right so to do is given 
in the certificate. 
History: L. 1921. ch. 88, } 9; ILS. 1933 * C. 
1943, 69-2-9. 
57-1-19. Trust deeds — Definitions of terms. 
As used in Sections 57-1-20 through 57-1-36: 
(1) ''Beneficiary" means the person named or otherwise designated in a 
trust deed as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given, or his 
successor in interest 
(2) Trustor" means the person conveying real property by a trust deed 
as security for the performance of an obligation. 
(3) Trust deed" means a deed executed in conformity with Sections 
57-1-20 through 57-1-36 and conveying real property to a trustee in trust 
to secure the performance of an obligation of the trustor or other person 
named in the deed to a beneficiary. 
(4) Trustee" means a person to whom title to real property is conveyed 
by trust deed, or his successor in interest 
(5) Tteal property" has the same meaning as set forth in Section 
57-1-1. 
(6) Trust property" means the real property conveyed by the trust 
deed. 
History: L. 1961, ch. 181, § 1; 1988, ch. the introductory paragraph and in Subsection 
155, § 4. (3); substituted 'trustor" for "grantor" in Sub-
Amendment Notes. — The 1988 amend- section (3); and substituted the present provi-
ment, effective July 1, 1988, substituted "Sec- sion in Subsection (5) for the former definition, 
tions 57-1-20 through 57-1-36" for "this act" in which had listed various interests m land. 
57-1-20, Transfers in trust of real property — Purposes — 
Effect 
Transfers in trust of real property may be made to secure the performance 
of an obligation of the trustor or any other person named in the trust deed to a 
beneficiary. All right, title, interest and claim in and to the trust property 
acquired by the trustor, or his successors in interest, subsequent to the execu-
tion of the trust deed, shall inure to the trustee as security for the obligation 
or obligations for which the trust property is conveyed in like manner as if 
acquired before execution of the trust deed. 
History: L. 1961, ch. 181, 3 2. 
25-5-4, Certain agreements void unless written and sub-
scribed. 
In the following cases every agreement shall be void unless such agreement, 
or some note or memorandum thereof, is in writing subscribed by the party to 
be charged therewith: 
(1) Every agreement that by its terms is not to be performed within one 
year from the making thereof. 
(2) Every promise to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage of 
another. 
(3) Every agreement, promise or undertaking made upon consideration 
of marriage, except mutual promises to marry. 
(4) Every special promise made by an executor or administrator to 
answer in damages for the liabilities, or to pay the debts, of the testator or 
intestate out of his own estate. 
(5) Every agreement authorizing or employing an agent or broker to 
purchase or sell real estate for compensation. 
History: K8. 1898 <fc CX. 1907. } 2467; L. 
1909, ch. 72,1 1; CX. 1917, § 5817; ILS. 1933 
* C. 1943, 33-5-4. 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DEAN F.LUDDINGTON, Trustee of the 
DEAN F. LUDDINGTON Retirement 
Trust, 
Plaintiff, ) FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
vs. ) 
C. DEAN LARSEN, an Individual; ) 
BODENVEST LTD., a Utah Limited ) 
Partnership; GRANADA, INC., a Utah ) 
Corporation, EFF FUND, a Utah ) 
Limited Partnership; MANACOR, INC.,) 
a Utah Corporation; PETERSEN ) 
INVESTORS, a Utah General Partner- ) 
ship; FOOTHILL THRIFT, a Utah ) 
Corporation; and JOHN DOES 1 ) 
through 12, ) 
Defendants. ) 
) CIVIL NO. C87-3110 
FOOTHILL THRIFT, now known as ) 
FOOTHILL FINANCIAL, a Utah ) 
Corporation, ) 
Counterclaimant and ) 
Cross Complainant, ) 
v s . ) 
) JUDGE SCOTT DANIELS 
?M 5 1990 
/ : - ' . 
=, ft L^.uLL'.^2i 
DEAN F. LUDDINGTON, Trustee of the ) 
DEAN F. LUDDINGTON RETIREMENT ) 
TRUST; BODENVEST LTD., a Utah Lim- ) 
ited Partnership; EFF FUND, a Utah ) 
Limited Partnership; MANACOR, INC.,) 
a Utah Corporation; PETERSEN ) 
INVESTORS, a Utah General Partner- ) 
ship; and JOHN DOES 1 through 12, ) 
Counter-Defendant, and ) 
Cross-Defendants. ) 
The Counterclaims and Cross-claims of Foothill Financial as 
asserted in the above-entitled matter came on regularly for trial 
on the 6th, 7th and 11th days of December, 1989, before the 
Honorable Scott Daniels, one of the Judges of the above entitled 
Court. Counterclaimant Foothill Financial appeared through its 
President Alan J. Wood and by and through its attorneys of rec-
ord, Dennis K. Poole of Poole and Smith, and Richard A. Rappaport 
of Cohne, Rappaport & Segal, the Defendant Bodenvest appeared 
through its current general partner Merrill Bunker and by and 
through its attorney of record, Stephen R. Randle of Ungricht, 
Randle & Deamer, and the Defendant C. Dean Larsen by and through 
his attorney Heinz J. Mahler of Kipp and Christian. No one ap-
peared on behalf of Defendant Granada, Inc. The Court having 
sworn witnesses and having taken evidence in the above-entitled 
matter and the parties, through their counsel, having stipulated 
to a substitution of Pacific America Construction, Inc., who was 
also represented by Dennis K. Poole and Richard A. Rappaport, in 
place of Foothill Financial, as successor to the claims herein 
asserted, and the Court having issued its oral ruling on December 
2 
11, 1989, and for good cause appearing, the Court now makes and 
enters the following: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Foothill Financial (herein "Foothill") is a corporation 
duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of 
the State of Utah, with its principal place of business in Salt 
Lake County, State of Utah. 
2. Pacific America Construction, Inc. (herein "PAC") is a 
corporation duly organized and existing under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of Utah, with its principal place of busi-
ness in Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
3. Defendant Bodenvest, Ltd. (herein "Bodenvest") is a Utah 
Limited Partnership which is conducting business in Salt Lake 
County, State of Utah, whose former general partner, Granada, 
Inc. (herein "Granada"), has filed bankruptcy. 
4. Defendant C. Dean Larsen (herein "Larsen") is an indivi-
dual and attorney who at all times material to this action was 
the president of Granada. Larsen has also filed bankruptcy. 
5. Bodenvest was formed on or about the 24th day of July, 
1976, by a Certificate and Agreement of Limited Partnership 
signed by Granada (by its President Larsen) and by C. Dean 
Larsen, purporting to act as Trustee or Administrator for each of 
the Limited Partners, which Certificate and Agreement was filed 
in the Salt Lake County Clerk's office on December 10, 1976. 
(Exhibit "P-l".) 
3 
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6. An Amendment to the original Certificate and Agreement 
of Limited Partnership was filed with the Salt Lake County 
Clerk's office on the 10th day of December, 1976 (Exhibit "P-2") 
which Amendment was also executed by Larsen as Trustee or 
Administrator for each of the Limited Partners. There have been 
subsequent amendments to the Partnership Agreement and 
Certificate. (Exhibits "P-3", "P-4", lfP-5,f, and "P-6".) 
7. On or about the 23rd day of April, 1986, Granada and 
Larsen made, executed and delivered to Foothill a Promissory Note 
in the original principal sum of $252,083.00, which Note had a 
maturity date of July 22, 1986. (Exhibit "P-7".) This Promis-
sory Note is hereinafter referred to as the "April Note.M Foot-
hill obtained a Resolution to Borrow from Granada dated April 30, 
1986. (Exhibit "P-8".) 
8. The April Note was renewed in September, 1986 and dated 
as of the 22nd day of July, 1986 (the MJuly Note" - Exhibit "P-
9"), and was subsequently renewed as of the 10th day of December, 
1986 (the "December Note" - Exhibit "P-10"). 
9. Simultaneously with the execution of the April Note and 
to secure payment of the April Note and each of the renewals 
thereof (the July Note and the December Note)/ Defendant Boden-
vest, through its general partner Granada, by its President 
Larsen, made, executed and delivered to Foothill that certain 
Trust Deed With Assignment of Rents dated April 23, 1986, wherein 
and whereby Bodenvest as Trustor did convey to William G. 
Marsden, an Attorney, as Trustee, with Foothill Thrift as 
4 
Beneficiary, the real property described therein (herein the 
"Bodenvest Real Property"). (Exhibit "P-ll".) The foregoing 
trust deed to the Bodenvest Real Property is referred to herein 
as the "Foothill Trust Deed." 
10. Bodenvest (by its General Partner Granada, through its 
President, Larsen) consented and agreed to encumber the Bodenvest 
Real Property as evidenced by an Hypothecation Statement dated 
April 23, 1986, executed by Bodenvest. (Exhibit "P-12".) Larry 
Grant, Executive Vice-President of Foothill reviewed the Certifi-
cate and Agreement of Limited Partnership (Exhibit "P-l") prior 
to execution of the April Note and intended that the Hypotheca-
tion Statement be authority from Bodenvest to encumber its prop-
erty for the April Note executed by Granada and Larsen. 
11. It was the intent of Foothill that its loan and the 
April Note (including renewals thereof) be secured by a first 
lien upon the Bodenvest Real Property described in the Foothill 
Trust Deed. Larry Grant had no knowledge from Larsen or any 
limited partner of Granada that Larsen had no authority to 
execute and deliver the Foothill Trust Deed. 
12. At the date of execution of the April Note and the 
Foothill Trust Deed there were already of record in the office of 
the Salt Lake County Recorder the following prior encumbrances 
upon the Bodenvest Real Property: 
(i) A Trust Deed covering the Bodenvest Property and 
securing a Granada debt of $455,300.00 was recorded on 
December 10, 1984, as Entry No. 4025087 in the official 
5 
records of the Salt Lake County Recorder's Office, wherein 
Bodenvest, Ltd., by Granada, Inc., its general partner, by 
Wayne A. Jensen, Vice-President, was named as Trustor, Jon 
C. Heaton, Attorney at Law, was named as Trustee, and 
Petersen Investors, a Utah general partnership, was named as 
Beneficiary (herein the "Petersen's Trust Deed") (Exhibit 
"P-13"; and 
(ii) A Trust Deed covering the Bodenvest Real Property 
and securing a Granada and allegedly a Bodenvest debt of 
$150,000.00 was recorded on May 14, 1985, as Entry No. 
4086064 in the official records of the Salt Lake County 
Recorder's Office, wherein Bodenvest, by Granada, its gen-
eral partner, by Wayne A. Jensen, was named as Trustor, C. 
Dean Larsen, Attorney at Law, was named as Trustee, and Dean 
F. Luddington Retirement Trust was named as Beneficiary 
("Luddington's Second Trust Deed") (Exhibit HP-14"). 
13. Petersen's Trust Deed indicates on its face that it 
secures a Granada obligation. 
14. In order that the Foothill Trust Deed be a first lien 
upon the Bodenvest Real Property, Mr. Darrell K. Back of Meridian 
Title Company obtained (i) the agreement of Petersen Investors to 
subordinate Petersen's Trust Deed to the Foothill Trust Deed; and 
(ii) a release of Luddington's Second Trust Deed by a Deed of Re-
conveyance (Attorney as Trustee) executed by Larsen as Trustee, 
which was dated March 12, 1986, acknowledged March 12, 1986, and 
recorded on April 14, 1987, as Entry No. 4436145 in the official 
6 
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records of the Salt Lake County Recorder's Office ("Release of 
Luddington's Second Trust Deed") (Exhibit "P-15"). 
15. The proceeds of the April Note were paid by Foothill to 
Granada by Foothill's check dated April 23, 1987 (Exhibit "P-
16") . 
16. The maturity date of the December Note was June 8, 1987 
and the December Note has not been paid. 
17. The Foothill Trust Deed, the December Note and other 
loan agreements were subsequently assigned to PAC. 
18. There is currently due and payable: (i) the sum of 
$201,851.00 together with interest at the rate of 14% per annum 
from December 10, 1986 (Exhibit MP-28"); and (ii) attorney's fees 
and costs. 
19. The check register of Bodenvest beginning in 1979, 
shows a pattern of borrowing and loaning money over an extensive 
period of time. (Exhibit MP-23H.) 
20. The Limited Partners of Bodenvest allowed Larsen to 
sign the Certificate and Agreement of Limited Partnership 
(Exhibit "P-l") which became a public, recorded document telling 
the world that Larsen was clothed with actual or apparent author-
ity on behalf of such limited partners in matters related to 
Bodenvest. 
From the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now makes and 
enters its: 
7 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The Foothill Trust Deed is a valid, enforceable document 
and encumbrance upon the Bodenvest Real Property. 
2. Any minor defects in the Foothill Trust Deed are not 
material. 
3. The April Note, as renewed by the July Note and the 
December Note is in default. 
4. Pacific America Construction, Inc., as successor to 
Foothill Financial, is entitled to a judgment against the Defen-
dant Granada and a decree of foreclosure against the Bodenvest 
Real Property in the following amounts: (i) the sum of $201,851 
together with interest at the rate of 14% per annum from December 
10, 1986; (ii) attorney's fees of $6,500.00; and (iii) costs. 
5. An Order of Sale should be entered directing the Sheriff 
of Salt Lake County to sell the Bodenvest Real Property. 
6. In the event of a deficiency resulting from such sale, 
no deficiency judgment should be issued but Pacific America Con-
struction should be permitted to assert its claims against Defen-
dant Granada in the United States Bankruptcy Court. 
7. As determined by prior order of this Court, the inte-
rests of Foothill, and therefore Pacific America Construction, 
Inc., are a first priority lien upon the real property, and the 
8 
interests of all other parties shall be foreclosed, subject to 
their right of redemption, if any. 
8. The judgment to be granted to Pacific America Construc-
tion, Inc. should be certified as final, though the claims of the 
other parties are pending, and there is no just reason for delay 
of an appeal as to the claims between Plaintiff and Defendant 
Bodenvest. , . 
Dated this _ D day of February, 1990. 
BY THE COURT: 
SCOTT DANIELS 
District Court Judge 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
STEPHEN R. RANDLE, ESQ. 
UNGRICHT, RANDLE & DEAMER, P.C. 
Attorneys for Bodenvest, Ltd. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in Civil No. 
C87-3110, was mailed, postage prepaid, United States Mail, this 
P-7 day of February, 1990, to the following: 
Richard C. Cahoon, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
68 South Main Street, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Jon C. Heaton, Esq. 
Attorney for Petersen Investors 
175 East 400 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Peter S. Billings, Jr., Esq. 
Diane Banks, Esq. 
Attorneys for Trustee of 
the Granada Bankruptcy Estate 
215 South State Street 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Thomas N. Crowther, Esq. 
Attorney for EFF Fund, Ltd. 
455 South 300 East, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Heinz J. Mahler, Esq. 
Kipp & Christian 
Attorneys for C. Dean Larseh 
175 East 400 South #330 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
ffgranad.fof (dkp) 
James R. Ivins, Esq. 
Attorney for Meridian Title 
64 East 6400 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Stephen R. Randle, Esq. 
Attorney for Bodenvest, Ltd. 
9 Exchange Place, Suite 520 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Wayne A. Jensen, Esq. 
Attorney for Manacor 
7200 South 411 West Suite 103 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
Ronald L. Dunn, Esq. 
Attorney for C. Dean Larsen 
19 West South Temple Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Richard A. Rappaport, Esq. 
525 East 100 South, 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 11008 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147 
Attorneys for Petersen 
Investors arrtT~-Faothill Thrift 
*"?K!l-v 
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DENNIS K. POOLE, Bar No. 2625 
POOLE & SMITH 
Attorneys for Foothill Financial and 
Pacific America Construction 
4885 South 900 East, Suite 306 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Telephone (801) 263-3344 
RICHARD A. RAPPAPORT, Bar No. 2690 
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL 
Attorneys for Petersen Investors and 
Foothill Thrift 
525 East First South, Fifth Floor 
P.O. Box 11008 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147-0008 
Telephone (801) 532-2666 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
DEAN F. LUDDINGTON, Trustee of the 
DEAN F. LUDDINGTON Retirement 
Trust, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
C. DEAN LARSEN, an Individual; 
BODENVEST LTD., a Utah Limited 
Partnership; GRANADA, INC., a Utah 
Corporation, EFF FUND, a Utah 
Limited Partnership; MANACOR, INC., 
a Utah Corporation; PETERSEN 
INVESTORS, a Utah General Partner-
ship; FOOTHILL THRIFT, a Utah 
Corporation; and JOHN DOES 1 
through 12, 
Defendants. 
FOOTHILL THRIFT, now known as 
FOOTHILL FINANCIAL, a Utah 
Corporation, 
Counterclaimant and 
Cross Complainant, 
vs. 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE 
OF FORECLOSURE 
CIVIL NO. C87-3110 
JUDGE SCOTT DANIELS 
.0 
DEAN F. LUDDINGTON, Trustee of the ) 
DEAN F. LUDDINGTON RETIREMENT ) 
TRUST; BODENVEST LTD., a Utah Lim- ) 
ited Partnership; EFF FUND, a Utah ) 
Limited Partnership; MANACOR, INC.,) 
a Utah Corporation; PETERSEN ) 
INVESTORS, a Utah General Partner- ) 
ship; and JOHN DOES 1 through 12, ) 
Counter-Defendant, and ) 
Cross-Defendants. ) 
The Counterclaims and Cross-claims of Foothill Financial as 
asserted in the above-entitled matter came on regularly for trial 
on the 6th, 7th and 11th days of December, 1989, before the 
Honorable Scott Daniels, one of the Judges of the above entitled 
Court. Counterclaimant Foothill Financial appeared through its 
President Alan J. Wood and by and through its attorneys of rec-
ord, Dennis K. Poole of Poole and Smith, and Richard A. Rappaport 
of Cohne, Rappaport & Segal, the Defendant Bodenvest appeared 
through its current general partner Merrill Bunker and by and 
through its attorney of record, Stephen R. Randle of Ungricht, 
Randle & Deamer, and the Defendant C. Dean Larsen by and through 
his attorney Heinz J. Mahler of Kipp and Christian. No one ap-
peared on behalf of Defendant Granada, Inc. The Court having 
sworn witnesses and having taken evidence in the above-entitled 
matter and the parties, through their counsel, having stipulated 
to a substitution of Pacific America Construction, Inc., who was 
also represented by Dennis K. Poole and Richard A. Rappaport, in 
place of Foothill Financial, as successor to the claims herein 
asserted; and the Court having issued its oral ruling on December 
2 
11, 1989, and the Court having entered its Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law, and for good cause appearing 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
1. That there is now due and owing to Pacific America Con-
struction, Inc. from the Defendant Granada, Inc., under the terms 
and conditions of a Promissory Note dated April 23, 1986, and re-
newed on July 22, 1986, and December 10, 1986, the following 
sums: 
A. Note Balance $201,851.00 
B. Interest from December 10, 1986 
through February 28, 1990, at the 
rate of 14% per annum in the sum of 91,048.63 
C. The following costs: 
(1) Foreclosure Title Report $150.00 
(2) Copies of 
documents related to 
Encumbrances 81.74 
(3) Filing Counterclaim 60.00 
Total 291.74 
E, For attorneys fees which are hereby 
fixed and approved and found to be 
reasonable and allowed by the Court 
in the sum of 9,000.00 
Making a total due and owing to Pacific 
America Construction in the sum of $302,191.37 
and Pacific America Construction, Inc. is hereby granted judgment 
against Defendant Granada, Inc., in the sum of $302,191.37, toge-
ther with interest thereon at twelve percent (12%) per annum from 
the date hereof until paid; that said sum is secured by that cer-
tain Trust Deed with Assignment of Rents dated the 23rd day of 
April, 1986, executed by Bodenvest, Ltd., a Utah Limited Partner-
ship, as Trustor, William G. Marsden, an Attorney, as Trustee, 
c\ <^* * r* 
and Foothill Thrift, as Beneficiary, which the Plaintiffs have 
elected to foreclose as a Mortgage. 
2. That Defendant Granada is in default under the terms and 
conditions of the Promissory Note which is secured by such Trust 
Deed. 
3. That said Trust Deed described above, secured by proper-
ty located in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, and more particu-
larly described as follows, to wit: 
Beginning at the East Quarter Corner of Section 2, 
Township 3 South, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Base and 
Meridian; running thence North 89°43l4511 West 1413.90 
feet; thence North OO^l'OO" West 1131.85 feet to the 
South line of the Bingham Highway; thence North 
57o50l0011 East along said South line to the Section 
line; thence South 00°03I00H West 2008.33 feet along 
the Section line to the point of Beginning. 
SUBJECT to a 33.00 foot right-of-way over the East part 
of the parcel. 
LESS AND EXCEPTING the following described property: 
Beginning at the East Quarter Corner of Section 2, 
Township 3 South, Range 2 West, Salt Lake Base and 
Meridian; and running thence North 89043'45M West 
208.71 feet; thence North 0°03,00,t East 208.71 feet; 
thence South 89°43f45fl East 208.71 feet; thence South 
0°03'00,f West 208.71 feet to the point of beginning. 
be and the same is hereby foreclosed, subject only to prior en-
cumbrances of record and to statutory redemption rights. 
4. As determined by the order of the Court dated October 
26, 1988, the interests of Foothill Financial, and therefore 
Pacific America Construction, are a first priority lien upon the 
real property and the interests of all other parties herein, are 
inferior and subordinate to the interests of Pacific America Con-
struction, Inc. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Sheriff 
of Salt Lake County, State of Utah, shall forthwith proceed to 
sell the interest of the Plaintiff and Defendants in and to the 
above described real property and to apply the proceeds to the 
indebtedness owing by Defendant Granada to Pacific America Con-
struction, Inc. as above set forth, plus costs of these proceed-
ings, such sale to be made subject to redemption rights of any 
party hereto as such rights may appear; that the purchaser at 
such sale shall be given possession of said property and receipt 
of the rents and profits therefrom during the redemption period; 
that if from the proceeds of such sale there be funds in excess 
of the amounts required for the payment of judgment to Pacific 
America Construction as determined by the Court, including all 
costs, that such remaining funds be deposited with the Clerk of 
the Court to be distributed in accordance with the laws of the 
State of Utah, but in the event that there be insufficient funds 
for payment of the judgment to the Plaintiff herein as described 
by the Court, including all costs, the Plaintiff shall be pre-
cluded from entry of a deficiency judgment against the Defendant 
Granada, but shall pursue its claims in the United States Bank-
ruptcy Court for the District of Utah. 
DATED this S ^ day of A U u L 1990. 
BY THE COURT: 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby declare that I caused to be mailed a true and cor-
rect copy of the foregoing Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure in 
Civil No. C87-3110, postage prepaid, this 3*1 day of February, 
1990, to the following: 
Richard C. Cahoon, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
68 South Main Street, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Jon C. Heaton, Esq. 
Attorney for Petersen Investors 
175 East 400 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Peter S. Billings, Jr., Esq. 
Diane Banks, Esq. 
Attorneys for Trustee of 
the Granada Bankruptcy Estate 
215 South State Street 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Thomas N. Crowther, Esq. 
Attorney for EFF Fund, Ltd. 
455 South 300 East, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Stephen R. Randle, Esq. 
Ungricht, Randle & Deamer, P.C. 
Attorneys for Bodenvest, Ltd. 
Suite 520 Boston Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
ffgranad.jgm (dkp) 
James R. Ivins, Esq. 
Attorney for Meridian Title 
64 East 6400 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Stephen R. Randle, Esq. 
Attorney for Bodenvest, Ltd. 
9 Exchange Place, Suite 520 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Wayne A. Jensen, Esq. 
Attorney for Manacor 
7200 South 411 West Suite 103 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
Ronald L. Dunn, Esq. 
Attorney for C. Dean Larsen 
19 West South Temple Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Richard A. Rappaport, Esq. 
525 East 100 South, 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 11008 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147 
Attorneys for Petersen 
Investors and Foothill Thrift 
Heinz J. Mahler, Esq. 
Kipp & Christian 
Attorneys for C. Dean Larsen 
175 East 400 South #330 
It Lake'cltyT^Utah 84111 
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DENNIS K. POOLE 
POOLE & SMITH 
Attorneys for Foothill Financial 
and Pacific America Construction 
C. Dean Larsen, Pres ident anc 
200 Nor th Mam, SLC, U t . 84! 
BORROWER'S NAME AND ADDRESS . -
:ludes each borrower above, jointly and severally 
I I n d i v i d u a l l y 1304 F o o t h i l l Dr. 
.03 SLC, U t . 84108 
- - LENDER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
"You" means the lender, its successors and assigns 
Loan NnmhPr 1 5 8 0 0 0 7 - l _ _ 
0 a t p A p r i l 23, _ 
Matur i ty Date J l l l V 2 2 
Loan Amount $ 2 5 2 , 0 8 3 . 0 0 
Renewal Of 
1 986 
1 936 
se to pay to you, or your order, at your address listed above the * 
IPAL sum of ***Two Hundred Fifty-Two Thousand Eiahtv-Three and-No/100***-- Dollars $ ***252,083.00*-
3 Single A d v a n c e : I have received all of this principal sum No additional advances are contemplated under this note 
3 Mu l t i p le Advance : The principal sum shown above is the maximum amount of principal I can borrow under this note As of today I have receivec 
- - - thp amount of S — - - - - - - - and future principal anVanrps are rnntf implatRd - — -
Cond i t ions : The conditions for future advances are - - - - „ _ , 
CU Open End Cred i t : You and I agree that I may borrow up to the maximum amount of principal more than one t ime This feature is subject to all othe 
conditions and expires no later than 19 : ~ ~ ~ 
C ] Closed End Credi t : You and I agree that I may borrow up to the maximum only one time (and subject to another conditions). 
DSE: The purpose of this loan is : 
EST. i agree to pay interest on the principal balance(s) owing from time to time as stated in this section - - - -
2Ds*ixed Rate: I agree to pay interest at the fixed, simpleVate of 1 4 . 0 0 0 % per year 
H Variable Rate: I agree to pay interest at the initial simple rate of % per year This rate may change as stated below. 
D Index Rate: The future rate wi l l be the following index rate 
C] No Index: The future rate wi l l not be subject to any internal or external index It wi i l be entirely in your control 
CH Frequency and T im ing : The rate on this note may increase as often as 
An increase in the index wi l l take effect \ » . ^ 
O L im i ta t i ons : The rate on this note w i l l not at any t ime (and no matter what happens to any indexfa 
Q M a x i m u m Rate: The rate wi l l not go above " v C %Af\ 
,Loat\N<» fZI M i n i m u m Rate: The rate wi l l not go below Ne* 
3 os t Ma tu r i t y Rate: I agree to pay interest on the principal owing after maturity, and until paid i l U ^ ^ S 
Q & n the same fixed or variable rate basis in effect before maturity (as indicated above) 
. D at a rate equal to : 
DIT iONAL C H A R G E S : In addition to interest, I • have paid > d agree to pay the fol lowing additional charges $ 1 , 2 5 Q . Q Q Q r J g i n a t J Q . 
>e, $35.00 DocT.jmp.nt Prpp. Fep, $7R4.00 T i t l p Tnsnranop FPP. ; $14.00 Tterarrh'ng F P P . 
ENTS: I agree to pay this note as fol lows 
3 Interest: I agree to pay accrued interest * * * F i g h - h T h o n s a n r l S(=*\r&r) H n n r l r P f i Four D o l l a r s a n d 0 4 / 1 0 0 * * * 
[^Principal: i agree to pay the principal ***Two Hundred F i f t y -Two Thousand flighty-Three and No /100 x * * 
3 2 G £ £ £ © g f i & : I agree to pay this note in O r i P payments T 3 5 K t t K 5 0 f t 3 y & a g ^ ^ 
3€H&tKXX>OQO<X}QQQQCC^ The final payment of the entire unpaid balance o 
pnnnpai and mtflrpst win hfi Hup ^  J u l y 22, 1386 o r on Darand, w i t h 2 i n t e r e s t 
n c « • *x, • u, D • Payments o f $2,900.68 .Duez^ Mav, 23, 19$6 ari^June 23, 1986 
J Ef fect of Var iable Rate rAr f increase in the interest rate w i l t nave theTToilowinQ eftecton tne payments 
O The amount of each scheduled payment wi l l be increased 
LJ The amount of the f inal payment wi l l be increased D
 9-1 
I O N A L T E R M S : "* — 
iCURITY: This note is secured by 
DUEL "A" 
SEE ATTACHED 
:hecked, no agreement was signed today securing this note 
section is for your internal use It may not include every agree-
o n tern of col lateral secur ing tnis note You wi l l not lose any security by 
ng .f from this section ) 
S IGNATURES: I AGREE TO THE T E R M S OF THIS NOTE ( INCLUDINC 
THOSE ON THE OTHER SIDE). I have received a copy on today's date 
GRMADA^  myi, 
4-23-86 
H t A B L E LAW The law of the state in which you are located will govern 
ps note Any term of this note which is contrary to applicable law will not be 
ffective unless the law permits you and me to agree to such a variation 
M E N T S -Each payment I make on this note will first reduce the amount I 
we you for charges which are neither interest nor principal The remainder 
f each payment will then reduce unpaid earned interest, and then unpaid 
rincipal If you and I agree to a different application of payments we will 
escribe our agreement on this form 
EREST If I receive the principal in more than one advance, each advance 
nil starttoearn interest only when I receive the advance The interest rate in 
ffect on this note at any given time will apply to the entire principal 
dvanced at that time If the interest rate on this note is variable, decreases in 
ie interest rate will have the corresponding opposite effect on my payment 
lat increases will have (as shown on the front of this form) No matter how 
TP interest rate is computed, it will never be higher than the h ghcst rate 
Mowed by law 
EX RATES. If you and I have agreed that the interest rate on this note will 
e vanab'e and will be related to an index rate, then the index we select will 
jnction only as a tool for setting the rate on this note You do not guarantee 
y selecting any index that the rate on this note will have a particular 
slationship to the rate you charge on any other loans or any type or class of 
>ans with your other customer 
3LE A D V A N C E L O A N S : If this is a single advance loan, you and I expect 
lat you will make only one advance of principal However you may add 
ther amounts to the principal if you make any payments described in the 
PAYMENTS BY LENDER paragraph below 
TIPLE A D V A N C E L O A N S If this is a multiple advance loan, you and I 
xpect that you will make more than one advance of principal 
If this is closed end credit, then repaying a part of the principal will not 
ntitle me to additional credit 
If this is open end credit, then repaying a part of the principal will entitle 
le to additional credit, unless the open end feature has expired You will not 
rdinaniy make an advance if it would cause the unoaid principal amount to 
scome greater than the maximum principal amount or if the unpaid principal 
Tiount is already greater than the maximum principal amount You will never 
3 obligated to make such an advance, even if you occasionally do so 
M E N T S BY LENDER: If you are authorized to pay, on my behalf, charges I 
7i obligated to pay (such as property insurance premiums), then you may treat 
lose payments as advances and add them to the unpaid principal under this 
ote 
T MATURITY RATE. For purposes of deciding when the Post Maturity Rate' 
hown on the other side) applies, the term ' maturity means the following 
(1) if the note is payable on demand, the date you make your demand, 
(2) if the note is payable on demand with an alternate maturity date(s), the 
date you make your demand or the final alternate maturity date or the 
date you accelerate payment on the note, whichever is earlier, and 
(3) in all other cases, the date of the last scheduled payment of principal or 
the date you accelerate payment on the note, whichever is earlier 
OFF: <ou have the right to set-off any amount I owe you under this note 
jainst any right I have to receive money from you If my right to receive 
oney from you is owned by someone else not paying this note, your set-off 
in only reach funds I could have reached with my own request or 
idorsement Your right of set-off does not extend to accounts where my 
ghts are only as a fiduciary It also does not extend to my IRA or other 
x-deferred retirement account 
Your right of set-off applies without your first telling me you are going to 
;e it It applies no matter what sort or value of collateral is on this loan It 
so applies no matter who else has agreed to pay this note 
You will not be liable for wrongful dishonor of a check where such 
shonor occurs because you set-off this debt against my account 
DEFAULT I will be in default if any one or more of tUe following occur 
(1) I fail to make a payment on time or in the amount due 
(2) I fail to keep the collateral insured if required 
(3) I fail to keep any other promise I have made in connection with this lo 
(4) I fail to pay, or keep any other promise, on any other loan or agreeme 
have with you 
(5) Any other creditor of mine attempts to collect the debt I owe h 
through court proceedings 
(6) I die 
(7) I go into bankruptcy, whether by my own choice or not 
(8) l do or fail to do something which causes you to believe that you \ 
have difficulty collecting the amount I owe you 
(9) Anything else happens wh ch causes you to believe that you will h< 
difficulty collecting the amount I owe you 
R E M E D I E S . If I am in default on this note, you have the following remedi 
(1) You may demand immediate payment of all I owe you under this nc 
(2) You may set-off this debt against any ngnt I have to the paymen* 
money from you 
(3) You may demand more security or new parties obligated to pay this n 
in return for not using any other remedy 
(4) You may make use of any remedy you have under state or federal lc 
(5) You may make use of any remedy given to you in any agreeme 
securing this note 
(6) If this is a multiple advance loan, either open end or closed end \ 
may refuse to make advances to me while I am in default 
By selecting any one or more of these remedies you do not give up your n< 
to later use any other remedy By deciding not to use any remedy shou 
default, you do not waive your right to later consider the event a default 
happens again 
WAIVER. I give up my r.ghts to require you to do certain things I will not requ 
you to 
(1) demand payment of amounts due (presentment), 
(2) obtain official certification of nonpayment (protest), 
(3) give notice that amounts due have not been paid (notice of dishorn 
A T T O R N E Y S ' FEES: If you must hire a lawyer to collect this note, I must p 
his or her fee, plus court costs (except where prohibited by law) 
SECURITY: The portion of this form identifying agreements securing t 
note is for your internal reference only The fact that you do not list 
agreement in that portion of the form does not mean that the agreement dc 
not secure this note 
A D D I T I O N A L PARTIES A N D SECURITY: I understand that I must pay tl 
note even if someone else has signed it You may sue me, or anyone else, 
any of us together to collect this note You do not have to tell me this note h 
not been paid You may release any cosigner and I will still be obligated to p 
the note If you give up any of your rights it will not affect my duty to pay tl 
note Extending new credit or renewing this note will not affect my duty 
pay this note 
G U A R A N T E E : By signing below, I unconditionally guarantee the payment 
any amounts owed under this note I also agree that all the other terms of t 
note will apply to me 
)ATE OF 
NSACTION 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
A / 
/ . / 
PRINCIPAL 
ADVANCE 
'V* 
BORROWER S 
INITIALS 
(not required) 
PRINCIPAL 
PAYMENTS 
$ 
* 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
S 
$ 
$ 
$ 
PRINCIPAL 
BALANCE 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
S 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
INTEREST 
RATE 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
INTEREST 
PAYMENTS 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
S 
$ 
• 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
INTEREST 
PAID 
THROUGH 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
Granada, Inc., 
Loan #15-80007-1 
SCHEDULE "A" 
Beginning at the East Quarter Corner of Section 2, Township 3 South, Range 2 
West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian; running thence North 89 degrees 43 minutes 
45 seconds West 1413-90 feet, thence North 00 degrees 01 minutes 00 seconds 
Wesr 1131.85 feet to the South line of the Bingham Highway, thence North 57 
degrees 50 minutes 00 seconds East along said South line to the Section line? 
thence South 00 degrees 03 minutes 00 seconds West 2008.33 feet along the 
section line to the point of Beginning. 
Subject to a 33.00 foot right of way over the East part of the parcel. 
Less and excepting the following described property: 
Beginning at the East quarter corner of Section 2, Township 3 South, Range 2 
West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian; and running thence North 89 degrees 43 
minutes 45 seconds West 208.71 feet; thence North 0 degrees 03 minutes 00 
seconds East 208.71 feet; thence South 89 degrees 43 minues 45 seconds East 
208.71 feet; thence South 0 degrees 03 minutes 00 seconds West 208.71 feet 
to the point of beginning. 
ADDIT IONAL TERMS 
APPLICABLE LAW The law of the state in which you are iocated wi l l govern 
this note Any term of this note which is contrary to applicable law wi l l not be 
effective unless the law permits you and me to agree to such a variation 
PAYMENTS: Each payment I make on this note wil l first reduce the amount I 
owe you for charges which are neither interest nor principal Tne remainder 
of each payment w i l l then reduce unpaid earned interest, and then unpaid 
pr incipal If you and I agree to a different application of payments, we wi l l 
describe our agreement on this form 
INTEREST- If I receive the principal in more than one advance each advance 
wi l l start to earn interest only when I receive the advance The interest rate in 
effect on this note at any given t ime wi l l apply to the entire principal 
advanced at that t ime If the interest rate on this note is variable, decreases in 
the interest rate wi l l have the corresponding opposite effect on my payment 
that increases wi l l have (as shown on the front of this form) No matter how 
the interest rate is computed, it wi l l never be higher than the highest rate 
al lowed by law 
INDEX RATES: If you and I have agreed that the interest rate on this note wi l l 
be variable and wi l l be related to an index rate, then the index we select wi l l 
funct ion only as a tool for sett ing the rate on this note You do not guarantee 
by selecting any index, that the rate on this note wil l have a particular 
relat ionship to the rate you charge on any other loans c any type or class of 
loans w i th your other customers 
SINGLE A D V A N C E LOANS: If this is a single advance loan, you and I expect 
that you wi l l make only one advance of principal However, you may add 
other amounts to the principal if you make any payments described in the 
"PAYMENTS BY LENDER' paragraph below 
MULTIPLE A D V A N C E LOANS: If this is a multiple advance loan, you and I 
expect that you wi l l make more than one advance of principal 
If this is closed end credit, then repaying a pan of the principal wi l l not 
entit le me to additional credit 
If this is open end credit, then repaying a part of the principal wi l l entit le 
me to additional credit, unless the open end feature has expired You wil l not 
ordinarily make an advance if it would cause the unpaid principal amount to 
become greater than the maximum principal amount, o r ^ the unpaid principal 
amount is already greater than the maximum principal amount You wil l never 
be obligated to make such an advance, even if you occasionally do so 
PAYMENTS BY LENDER: If you are authorized to pay, on my behalf, charges I 
am obligated to pay (such as property insurance premiums), then you may treat 
those payments as advances and add them to tne unpaid principal under this 
note 
POST M ATU RITY RATE: For purposes of deciding when the "Post Maturity Rate" 
(shown on the other side) applies, the term ' maturity' means the fol lowing 
(1) if the note is payable on demand, the date you make your demand, 
(2) if the note is payable on demand w i th an alternate maturity date(s). the 
date you make your demand or the final alternate maturity date or the 
date you accelerate payment on the note, whichever is earlier, and 
(3) in all other cases, the date of the last scheduled payment of principal or 
the date you accelerate payment on the note, whichever is earlier 
SET-OFF: You have the right to set-off any amount I owe you under this note 
against any right I have to receive money from you If my right to receive 
money from you is owned by someone else not paying this note, your sei-ofi 
can only reach funds I could have reached wi th my own request or 
endorsement Your r ight of set-off does not extend to accounts where my 
rights are only as a f iduciary It also does not extend to my IRA or other 
tax-deferred retirement account 
Your right of set-off applies wi thout your first tell ing me you are going to 
use it It applies no matter what sort or value of collateral is on this loan It 
also applies no matter who else has agreed to pay this note 
You wi l l not be liable for wrongfu l dishonor of a checK where such 
dishonor occurs because you set-off this debt against my account 
DEFAULT I wil l be in default if any one c more of the fol lowing occur 
(1) I fail to make a payment on time or in the amount due 
(2) I fail to keep the collateral insured, if required 
(3) I fail to keep any other promise! have made in connection with thi 
(4) I fai l to pay, or keep any other promise, on any other loan or agree 
have wi th you 
(5) Any other creditor of mine attempts to collect the debt I ow 
through court proceedings 
(6) Id ie 
(7) I go into bankruptcy, whether by my own choice or not 
(8) I do or fail to do something which causes you to believe that yc 
have difficulty collecting the amount I owe you 
(9) Anyth ing else happens which causes you to believe that you wil 
difficulty collecting the amount I owe you 
REMEDIES. If I am in default on this note, you have the fol lowing rem 
(1) You may demand immediate payment of all I owe you under thu 
(2) You may set-off this debt against any right I have to the paym 
money from you 
(3) You may demand more security or new parties obligated to pay thi 
in return for not using any other remedy 
(4) You may make use of any remedy you have under state or federc 
(5) You may make use of any remedy given to you in any agret 
securing this note 
(6) If this is a mult iple advance loan, either open end or closed en 
may refuse to make advances to me whi le I am in default 
By selecting any one or more of these remedies you do not give up you 
to later use any other remedy By deciding not to use any remedy sh 
default, you do not waive your right to later consider the event a defai 
happens again 
WAIVER: I give up my rights to require you to do certain things I wi l l not r< 
you to 
(1) demand payment of amounts due (presentment), 
(2) obtain official certif ication of nonpayment (protest), 
(3) give notice that amounts due have not been paid (notice of disn 
ATTORNEYS' FEES: If you must hire a lawyer to collect this note, I mu 
his or her fee, plus court costs (except where prohibited by law) 
SECURITY: The portion of this form identifying agreements securin 
note is for your internal reference only The fact that you do not I 
agreement in that portion of the form does not mean that the agreemen 
not secure this note 
ADDIT IONAL PARTIES A N D SECURITY: I understand that I must pa 
note even if someone else has signed it You may sue me, or anyone e 
any of us together, to collect this note You do not have to tell me this no 
not been paid You may release any cosigner and I wi l l still be obligated 
the note If you give up any of your rights it wi l l not affect my duty to pc 
note Extending new credit or renewing this note wi l l not affect my a 
pay this note 
GUARANTEE: By signing below, I uncondit ionally guarantee the paym 
any amounts owed under this note I also agree that all the other terms 
note wi l l apply to me 
DATE OF 
TRANSACTION 
' / 
/ 
/ ' 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / i 
PRINCIPAL 
ADVANCE 
$ 
BORROWER S 
INITIALS 
(not required) 
PRINCIPAL 
PAYMENTS 
$ 
$ 
$ 
( 
s 
$ 
s 
s 
s 
s 
& 
$ 
& 
PRINCIPAL 
BALANCE 
$ 
INTEREST 
RATE 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
^ 
INTEREST 
PAYMENTS 
$ 
* 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
I 
INTERE 
PAIC 
1
 THROU 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
R E S O L U T I O N VO DORKCW 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
RESOLVCD: Tha t t h e C. Donn h r c n , P r e s i d e n t 
i s he reby a u t h o r i z e d t o borrow money I r a n t ime t o t ime form roOTUILL THRIFT 
, (*r S a l t Lake C i t v , Utah , for t l ie use o£ t h e 
c o r p o r a t i o n and t o s i g n t h e p r o m i s s o r y n o t c r of t i n s c a n p m y for t h e sumo, t h e 
t o t a l m d p b t e d n e ^ s t o s a i d rnn H U M r" ' T f nf s ^ d l ^ i r c 
i s no t t e exceed a t any one tunc $25 \083 00 IXJW I T 
e x c l u s i v e of i n t e r e s t , and t o g i v e such c o l l a t e r a l , and t o e x e c u t e such mor tgages 
upon t h e p r o p e r t y of tlie c o r p o r a t i o n , and t o e x e c u t e ->uch a s s i g n m e n t s and rowc r s 
of a t t o r n e y a s s e c u r i t y for tl ie payment of s u d i n d e b t e d n e s s a s may be r e u q i r e d , 
a rd t o do any and a l l o t h e r a c t s and t h m j s n e c e s s a r y t o c a r r y i n t o e f f e c t t h e 
purpose and i n t e n t of t i n s r e s o l u t i o n , i n c l u d i n g t h e renewing of such n o t e s or 
any unpaid b a l a n c e s he r eo f from t ime t o tim^ a s r e q u i r e d , w i t h l i l -e o r o t h e r 
s e c u r i t y , u n t i l such a u t h o r i t y s a h l l be revoked by t h e hoard of D i r e c t o r s , and 
C D e a n L a r s e n
 1 S n o t i f i e d i n w r i t i n g . 
CCRTII ICATE OF PASSAGr Of RESOLUTION 
I , /IjA f/jG A v 1 tr ;J$ 'UJ < - i n o r t i c e r o, 
Granada, I n c . , , a Corpor ttic n 
o r g a n i z e d under t l ie Laws of t h e S t a t e of Utah , do h e r e b y 
c e r t i f y t h a t t h e fo r ego ing i s a t r u e and c o r r e c t copy of a r e s o l u t i o n of s a i d c o r p -
o r a t i o n he ld on t h e 2 0 t h day of O c t o b e r , 19 81
 a n c i t h a t the 
s a i d r e s o l u t i o n has n e v e r been r ev o k ed , r e c m d e d , c a n c e l l e d o r a n n u l l e d and i s s t i L l 
i n f u l l f o r c e and e f f e c t . I f u r t h e r c e i t i f y t h a t C. Dean Larsen 
i s an o f f i c e r of s a i d c o r p o r a t i o n and i s h e i e b y d u l v a t h o r i z e d t o c o n d u c t any and 
a l l b u s i n e s s fo r and i n b e h a l f of s a i d c o r p o r a t i o n . 
IN WITNESS WHERDX, I have h e r e u n t o s e t my hand t i n s 3 0 t h day of A p r i l 
19 86 
"Corporate o f f i c d r X o r s e c r e t a r y </ 
INDIVIDUALLY. 
IQJOQBTH MAIN 
SALT T.AKF f.TTY. UTAH 84103 
BORROWER'S N A M E A N D A D D R E S S 
' includes each borrower above, jointly and severally 
FOOTHILL FINANCIAL 
1304 Foothill Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT. 84108 
LENDER'S N A M E A N D A D D R E S S 
"You" means the lender its successors and assigns 
Loan NnmhPr 1 5 - 8 d Q ( V 7 ^ L 
Date 7-22z 
Maturi ty Date. 11=12. 
19 86. 
i9_a£_ 
Loan Amount $ 2 0 1 » 8 5 L J K 3 J L 
Renewal Of SAME 
omise to pay to you, or your order, at your address listed above the 
INCIPAL sum nfTUO HTINDPFD HNK THOUSAND F.TftHT HTTNDKF.n F T F T Y ONF. DOT/TAKS AND NO f)l(M)* $ 7 . 0 1 . 8 5 1 , 0 0 * 
E f e i n g l e Advance : I have received all of this prmcipaJsy/^Nc^cicJi t ioaala^arfces are contemplated under this note 
D Mu l t ip le Advance : The principal sum shown\above is the maxfrfujm t f rnounrbf principal I can borrow under this note As of today I have receive 
the amount of $ : , N> - ^ a n d future prn 
Cond i t ions : The conditions for future advances are \ \ 
rincipal advances are contemplated 
C] Open End Cred i t . You and I agree that I may borrow up to the maximum amount of principal more than one time This feature is subject to ail othe 
conditions and expires no later than 19 
LJ Closed End Credi t : You and I agree that I may borrow up to the maximum only one time (and subject to all other conditions) 
3POSE: The purposp of this loan is B U S I N E S S 
EREST: I agree to pay interest on the principal balance(s) owing from time to time as stated in this section 
ix l Fixed Rate: I agree to pay interest at the fixed, simple rate of \/\ . QQQ % per year 
d Variable Rate: I agree to pay interest at the initial simple rate of % per year This rate may change as stated below 
O Index Rate: The future rate wi l l be the fol lowing index rate 
d No Index: The future rate wi l l not be subject to any internal or external index It wi l l be entirely in your control 
Q Frequency and T im ing . The rate on this note may increase as often as 
An increase in the index wil l take effect 
CU L im i ta t ions : The rate on this note wi l l not at any t ime (and no matter what happens to any index rate used) go above or be low these l imits 
D M a x i m u m Rate: The rate wi l l not go above 
LJ M i n i m u m Rate: The rate wi l l not go below 
Post Matu r i t y Rate. I agree to pay interest on the principal owing after maturity, and unti l paid in full, as stated below 
M on the same fixed or variable rate basis in effect before maturity (as indicated above) 
Q at a rate equal to 
D D IT IONAL C H A R G E S : In addition to interest, I H have paid ^ a g r e e to pay the fol lowing additional charges r e n t a l - ^ e e $ 3 0 . 0 0 * 
MENTS: I agree to pay this note as fol lows 
3 Interest: I agree to pay accrued .merest N I N E THOUSAND TOO HUNDRED N I N E T Y D O L L A R S AND 6 8 / 1 0 0 * 
D Principal : I agree to pay the pn -cipal 
E l Ins ta l lments : I agree to pay this note in 4 payments The first pavment wi l l be in the amount of s 2 « 3 2 2 . 6 7 
and wi l l be due _ 0 8 - 2 2 - 8 6 19 _ A payment of $ 2 j 3 2 2 t 6 7 wil l be due on thp 2 2 n d day of 
fr3SK S E P T E M B E R ANT) O C T O B E R , 1 9 8 6 XKXXaHKXThe final payment of the ent ire unpaid balance of 
pnnnpai anrimtprpgt win hPHnp NOVFMKF.K IQ fh IQ 8 6 , i n t h e amount o f $ 2 0 4 , 1 7 3 . 6 7 * 
d Effect of Variable Rate: An increase in the interest rate wi l l have the fol lowing effect on the payments 
CH The amount of each scheduled payment wi l l be increased 
O The amount of the final payment wi l l be increased 
• 
i lT IONAL T E R M S . 
SECURITY: This note is secured by RENEWAL OF T R U S T 
EED DATED APRIL 2 3 , 1986-Recorded 
4235307, Book 5759 , Page 1985 
f checked, no agreement was signed today securing this note 
b section is for your internal use It may not include e ^ry agree-
"t or it j*n of col lateral securing this note You wi l l not iose ar ecunty by 
••ing ' 'om this section ) 
S IGNATURES: I AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS NOTE ( INCLUDING 
THOSE ON THE OTHER SIDE). I have received a copy on todays date 
GRANADA, LNC. 
BYL 
BY: 
&!<4&/?te— 
ESIDENT 
•LICASLE LAW The law of the state in which you are locaiea wu yuvcu. 
his no'e Any term of this note /vhich is contrary to applicable law wi l l not be 
ffective unless the law permits you and me to agree to such a variation 
'MENTS Each payment I make on this note wi l l first reduce the amount I 
iwe you few charges wh ich are neither interest nor principal The remainder 
if each payment w i l l then reduce unpaid earned interest and then unpaid 
>nncipal If you and I agree to a dif ferent application of payments we wi l l 
lescribe our agreement on this form 
EREST !f I receive the principal in more than one advance each advance 
vi 11 stdr oearn interest only when I receive the advance The interest rate in 
ffect on this note at any given t ime wi l l apply to the entire principal 
dvanced at that t ime If the interest rate on this note is variable decreases in 
he interest rate w i l l have the corresponding opposite efiect on my payment 
hat increases wi l l have (as shown on the front of this form) No matter how 
he interest rate is computed it w i l l never be higher than the highest rate 
i l lowed by law 
>EX RATES If you and I have agreed that the interest rate on this note wi l l 
)e variable and wi l l be related to an index rate then the index we select wi l l 
unction only as a tool for sett ing the rate on this note You do not guarantee 
)y selecting any index that the rate on this note wi l l have a particular 
elationship to the rate you charge on any other loans or any type or class of 
oans w i th your other customers 
GLE A D V A N C E L O A N S If this is a single advance loan you and I expect 
hat /ou wi l l make only one advance of principal However yo^ may add 
)ther amounts to the principal if you make any payments described in the 
PAYMENTS 8Y LENDER paragraph below 
LTIPLE A D V A N C E LOANS If this is a mult iple advance loan you and I 
»xpect that you wi l l make more than one advance of principal 
If this is closed end credit then repaying a part of the principal wi l l not 
entitle me to addit ional credit 
If this is open end credit then repaying a part of the principal wi l l entit le 
ne to additional credit unless the open end feature has expired You wi l l not 
ordinarily make an advance if it would cause tne unpaid principal amount to 
become greater than the maximum principal amount or if the unpaid principal 
amount is already greater than the maximum principal amount You wi l l never 
)e obligated to make such an advance even if you occasionally do so 
r'MENTS BY LENDER If you are authorized to pay onmybeha l f chargesl 
jm obligated to pay (such as property insurance premiums) then you may treat 
hose payments as advances and add them to the unpaid principal under this 
lote 
ST MATURITY RATE For purposes of deciding when the Post Maturity Rate 
bhown on the other side) applies the term maturi ty means the fol lowing 
0 ) if the note is payable on demand the date you make your demand 
(2) if the note is payable on demand wi th an alternate matur ty date(s) the 
date you make your demand or the f inal alternate maturity date or the 
date you accelerate payment on the note wr ichever is earlier and 
'3) in ail other cases the date of the last scheduled payment of principal or 
the date you accelerate payment on the note whichever is earlier 
OFF You have the r ight to set off any amount I owe you under 'his note 
3gainst any right I have to receive money from you If my right to receive 
noney from you is owned by someone else not paying this note your set-off 
i n only reach funds i could have reached w i th my own request or 
endorsement Your r ight of set off does not extend to accounts where my 
ights are only as a f iduciary It also does not extend to my IRA or other 
ax deterred ret i rement account 
Your right of set off applies w i thou t your first tel l ing me you are going to 
jse it It applies no matter what sort or value of collateral is on this loan It 
also applies no matter w h o else has agreed to pay this note 
You wi l l not be l iable for wrongfu l dishonor of a check where such 
j ishonor occurs because you set-off this debt against my account 
U C r H U L I I w i n u c i «JV, * -« - ~ _ ~ _ _ _ ~ ~ ^
 3 wv^w 
(1) I fail to make a payment on time or in the amount due 
(2) I fail to keep the collateral insured if required 
(3) I fail to keep any other promise I have made in connection with this loa 
(4) I fail to pay or keep any other promise on any other loan or agreemer 
have wi th you 
(5) Any other creditor of mine attempts to collect the debt I owe h 
through court proceedings 
(6) Id ie 
(7) I go into bankruptcy whether by my own choice or not 
(8) I do or fail to do something which causes you fo believe hat you w 
have diff iculty collecting the amount I owe you 
(9) Anyth ing else happens which causes you to believe that you wi l l ha 
diff iculty collecting the amount I owe you 
R E M E D I E S If I am in default on this note you nave the fo l lowing remedy 
(1) You may demand immediate payment of all I owe you under this not 
(2) You may set off this debt against any right I have to the payment 
money from you 
(3) You may demand more security or new parties obligated to pay this no 
in return for not using any other remedy 
(4) You may make use of any remedy you have under state or federal lav 
(5) You may make use of any remedy given to you in any agreeme 
securing this note 
(6) If this is a mult iple advance loan either open end or closed end ye 
may refuse to make advances to me whi le I am in default 
By selecting any one or more of these remedies you do not give up your rig 
to ater use any other rer ledy By deciding not to use any remedy shoulc 
default you do not waive your right to later consider the event a default i 
happens again 
WAIVER I give up my rights to require you to do certain things I wi l l not requ 
you to ^ 
(1) demand payment of amounts due (presentment) 
(2) obtain official certif ication of nonpayment (protest) v . 
(3) give notice that amounts due have not been paid (notice okoishonc 
A T T O R N E Y S ' FEES If you must hire a lawyer to collect this note I must p 
his or her fee plus court costs (except where prohibited by law) 
SECURITY The portion of this form identifying agreements securing t h 
note is for your internal reference only The fact that you do not list 
agreement in that portion of the form does not mean that the agreement do 
not secure this note 
A D D I T I O N A L PARTIES A N D SECURITY I understand that I must pay \\ 
note even if someone else has signed it You may sue me or anyone else 
anyof us together to collect this note You do not have to tell me this note h 
not been paid You may release any cosigner and I wi l l still be obligated top 
•he note If you give up any of your rights it wi l l not affect my duty to pay th 
note Extending new credit or renewing this note wi l l not affect my duty 
pay this note 
G U A R A N T E E By signing below I uncondit ional ly guarantee the payment 
anv amounts owed under this note I also agree that all the other terms of K 
note wi l l apply to me 
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BORROWER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
includes each borrower above, jointly and severally. 
* • • • 
LENDER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
"You" means the lender, its successors and assigns. 
Loan Number 
H a r p • • - • ' • ' ; 1 > " ; -
M a t i i r i t y Harp : ,~ '• ' 
1 can Amount $ 
Renewal Of 
.'.-' 
1 9 
1 9 " ' " 
nise to pay to you, or your order, at your address listed above the 
JC IPALsumo f - , 7 U - - - ^ ^ > _-S^r. .CHO J S A i ? 21-A 
-T^T->. -i-J -r-T 
r:p VTTTV >n> n:-
_J__i_:~Dollars $ 
E_ Single Advance : I have received all of this principal sum. No additional advances are contemplated under this note. 
_3 Mul t ip le A d v a n c e : The principal sum shown above is the maximum amount of principal I can borrow under this note. As of today I have re 
the amount of $ '. and future principal advances are contemplated. 
Conditions: The conditions for future advances are . . 
EH Open End Cred i t : You and I agree that I may borrow up to the maximum amount of principal more than one time. This feature is subject to all othe 
condit ions and expires no later than 1 9 
D Closed End Credi t : You and I agree that I may borrow up to the maximum only one time (and subject to all other conditions). 
POSE: The purpose of this loan is :<T — " ~ ! ~ " . 
REST: I agree to pay interest on the principal balance(s) owing from time to t ime as stated in this section. 
CD Fixed Rate: I agree to pay interest at the fixed, simple rate of 1__ ________ % per year. 
C_ Variable Rate: I agree to pay interest at the initial simple rate of % per year. This rate may change as stated below. 
C_ Index Rate: The future rate w i l l be the fol lowing index rate: 
_ ] No Index: The future rate w i l l not be subject to any internal or external index. It wi l l be entirely in your control. 
LJ Frequency and T im ing : The rate on this note may increase as often as 
An increase in the index wi l l take effect 
_ ] Limitations: The rate on this note wi l l not at any t ime (and no matter what happens to any index rate used) go above or below these l imits: 
__ Max imum Rate: The rate wi l l not go above 
LJ Min imum Rate: The rate wi l l not go below 
Post Maturity Rate: I agree to pay interest on the principal owing after maturity, and until paid in full, as stated below: 
_ ] on the same fixed or variable rate basis in effect before maturity (as indicated above). 
D at a rate equal to 
)D IT IONAL C H A R G E S : In addition to interest, I tZS have paid L_ agree to pay the fol lowing additional charges 
dENTS: I agree to pay this note as fo l lows: 
C_ Interest: I agree to pay accrued interest 
D Principal: I agree to pay the principal 
D Ins ta l lments : I agree to pay this note in _______ 
i-arch 1.., and wi l l be due . 
e a c h _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
payments. The first payment wi l l be in the amount of $ :~' • "• •' • : 
19 A"p_fymenTdir3- wllUfcfellueidn'the*-. rday of 
^tJifJeaTter. The f inal payment of the entire unpaid balance of 
principal and interest wi l l be due . JUTIC- 1 9 . 
LJ Effect of Variable Rate: An increase in the interest rate wi l l have the fol lowing effect on the payments 
___ The amount of each scheduled payment wi l l be increased. 
E_3 The amount of the final payment wi l l be increased. 
D 
T I O N A L T E R M S : 
ECURITY: This note is secured by : 
checked, no agreement was signed today securing this note. 
section is for your internal use It may not nclude every agree-
o n tern of collateral secur ing this note. You wi l l no: lose any security by 
•ng i; from this section. ) 
SIGNATURES: I AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS NOTE ( INCLUDING 
THOSE ON THE OTHER SIDE). I have received a copy on today's date. 
"*"?' w , j " " V \ 
-7 .* S 
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note Any term of this note which is contrary to applicable law wi l l not be 
:tive, unless the law permits you and me to agree to such a variation 
:NTS Each payment I make on this note wi l l first reduce the amount I 
you for charges wh ich are neither interest nor principal The remainder 
ich payment wi l l then reduce unpaid earned interest, and then unpaid 
:ipal If you and I agree to a dif ferent application of payments, we wi l l 
ribe our agreement on this form 
EST If I receive the principal in more than one advance, each advance 
start to earn interest only when I receive the advance The interest rate in 
;t on this note at any given t ime wi l l apply to the entire principal 
need at that t ime If the interest rate on this note is variable, decreases in 
nterest rate w i l l have the corresponding opposite effect on my payment 
increases wi l l have (as shown on the front of this form) No matter how 
nterest rate is computed, it wi l l never be higher than the highest rate 
ved by law 
RATES If you and I have agreed that the interest rate on this note wi l l 
anable and wi l l be related to an index rate, then the index we select wi l l 
t iononly as a tool for sett ing the rate on this note You do not guarantee, 
electing any index, that the rate on this note wi l l have a particular 
lonship to the rate you charge on any other loans or any type or class of 
s with your other customers 
E A D V A N C E LOANS: If this is a single advance ioan you and I expect 
you w i l l make only one advance of principal However you may add 
r amounts to the pr incipal if you make any payments described in the 
VMENTS BY LENDER ' paragraph below 
3LE A D V A N C E LOANS. If this is a mult iple advance loan, you and I 
ct that you wi l l make more than one advance oT principal 
this is closed end credit, then repaying a part of the principal wi l l not 
le me to addit ional credit 
this is open end credit, then repaying a part of the principal wi l l entitle 
0 additional credit unless the open end feature has expired You wil l not 
Tartly make an advance if it would cause the unpaid principal amount to 
me greater than the maximum principal amount, or if the unpaid principal 
unt is already greater than the maximum principal amount You wi l l never 
»bligated to make such an advance, even if you occasionally do so 
:NTS BY LENDER: If you are authorized to pay, on my behalf, charges I 
bligated to pay (such as property insurance premiums), then you may treat 
e payments as advances and add them to the unpaid principal under this 
MATURITY RATE. For purposes of deciding when the Post Maturity Rate 
yvn on the other side) applies, the term "matur i ty means the fol lowing 
if the £ote is payable on demand, the date you make your demand. 
if the note is payable on demand w i th an alternate maturi ty date(s), the 
date you make your demand or the f inal alternate maturi ty date or the 
date you accelerate payment on the note, whichever is earlier, and 
in all other cases, the date of the last scheduled payment of principal or 
the date you accelerate payment on the note, whichever is earlier 
: F You have the right to set-off any amount I owe you under this note 
nst any right I have to receive money from you*" If my right to receive 
ey from you is owned by someone else not paying this note, your set-off 
only reach funds I could have reached wi th my own request or 
>rsement. Your r ight of set-off does not extend to accounts where my 
s are only as a f iduciary It also does not extend to my IRA or other 
ieferred ret i rement account 
our right of set-off applies w i thou t your first tel l ing me you are going to 
t It applies no matter what sort or value of collateral is on this loan It 
applies no matter w h o else has agreed to pay this note 
ou wi l l not be liable for wrong fu l dishonor of a check where such 
3nor occurs because you set-off this debt against my account 
(1) I fail to make a payment on time or in the amount due 
(2) I fail to keep the collateral insured, if required 
(3) I fail to keep any other promise I have made in connection wi th this loan 
(4) I fail to pay, or keep any other promise, on any other loan or agreement I 
have w i th you 
(5) Any other creditor of mine attempts to collect the debt I owe him 
through court proceedings 
(6) Id ie 
(7) I go into bankruptcy, whether by my own choice or not 
(8) I do or fail to do someth ing which causes you to believe that you wi l l 
have difficulty collecting the amount I owe you 
(9) Any th ing else happens wh ich causes you to believe that you wi l l have 
diff iculty collecting the amount I owe you 
R E M E D I E S . If I am in default on this note, you have the fol lowing remedies 
(1) You may demand immediate payment of all I owe you under this note 
(2) You may set-off this debt against any right I have to the payment of 
money from you 
(3) You may demand more security or new parties obligated to pay this note 
in return for not using any other remedy 
(4) You may make use of any remedy you have under state or federal law 
(5) You may make use of any remedy given to you in any agreement 
securing this note 
(6) If this is a mult iple advance loan, either open end or closed end, you 
may refuse to make advances to me whi le I am in default 
By selecting any one or more of these remedies you do not give up your right 
to later use any other remedy By deciding not to use any remedy should I 
default you do not waive your right to later consider the event a default if it 
happens again 
WAIVER. I give up my rights to require you to do certain things I w i l l not require 
you to 
(1) demand payment of amounts due (presentment), 
(2) obtain official certi f ication of nonpayment (protest), 
(3) give notice that amounts due have not been paid (notice of dishonor) 
A T T O R N E Y S ' FEES: If you must hire a lawyer to collect this note, I must pay 
his or her fee, plus court costs (except where prohibited by law) 
SECURITY: The portion of this form identi fying agreements securing this 
note is for your internal reference only The fact that you do not list an 
agreement in that portion of the form does not mean that the agreement does 
not secure this note 
A D D I T I O N A L PARTIES A N D SECURITY. I understand that I must pay this 
note even if someone else has signed it You may sue me, or anyone else, or 
any of us together, to collect this note You do not have to tell me this note has 
not been paid You may release any cosigner and I wul stil l be obligated to pay 
the note If you give up any of your rights it w i l l not 3ffect my duty to pay this 
note Extending gjew credit or renewing this note wi l l not affect my duty to 
pay this note 
G U A R A N T E E : By signing below, I uncondit ional ly guarantee the payment of 
any amounts owed under this note I also agree that all the other terms of the 
note wi l l apply to me 
EOF 
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<N BACKSIDE REVISION DATE 1/28/85 
x tw( n / J U / With Assignment of Ronts 
THIS TRUST DEED, made this 2 3 r d . day of A p r i l , 19 8 6 .be tween B c d e n v e s t L t d . , 
a Utah Limited Par tnership 
a, TRUSTOR, whose address ,s 2 0 ° N o r t h **m, Salt lake City, Ut. 84103 
William G. Marsden, an Attorney , as TRUSTEE 
, Foo th i l l Thr i f t 
and 
as BENEFICIARY, 
WITNESSETH That TRUSTOR HERFBY CONVEYS AND WARRANTS TO TRUSTEE WITH POWER OF SALE the fol 
lowing described real property situated in S a l t L a k e County, State of Utah, to wit 
S e e A t t a c h e d S c h e d u l e "A" 
\ 
TOGETHER WITH all buildings improvements and fixture;, including all carpeting draperies and appliances located thereon and all addl 
tions replacements and/or improvements hereafter made thereto or placed thereon all heating lighting water conditioning air conditioning 
refrigeration and other equipment now or hereafter attached to ind/cr used in connection therewith all water and water right* belonging tc 
or used upon or in connection with said reil propcrtv however represented and particularly all shares of stock in any company representing 
any such water or water rights all rights of wa> easements rents is«ues profits income tenements hereditaments privileges ind appurte 
nances thereto belonging however evidenced used and or enjojed with said real property or belonging to the same or which may be hereafter 
acquired and used and or enjoyed with said real propert> all of which property rights and interests shall be deemed a part of said real prop 
erty and a portion of the security hereb> given for the payment of the indebtedness and the performance of th* obligations herein mentioned 
and referred to all of the hereinabove described lands together with the rights and interest* in this paragraph described are hereinafter tome 
times designated and referred to as said property 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING 
(1) The payment of the Indetytd-nfrss j n d the performance of each and every obligation evidenced by a Promlsior> Note of even date 
herewith In the original sum of $ 2 5 2 , 0 8 3 . 0 0 made by Trustor payable to the ordei of Beneficiary at the times in the 
manner and with interest as therein set forth and any extensions and/or renewals or modifications therein or thereof (2) The performance of 
each agreement of Trustor herein contained (3) The payment of such additional loans or advances as may hereafter be made by Beneficiary to 
Trustor its successors and/or assigns when evidenced by a Promissory Note or Notes reciting that they are secured by this Irust Deed and (4) the payment of all sums expended or advanced by Beneficiary under and/or pursuant to the terms hereof and/or under and/or pursuant to 
the terms of any instrument evidencing any obligation secured hereby together with interest thereon as herein and/or therein provided 
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS TRUST DEED TRUSTOR AGREES 
1 To promptly pay or cause to be paid to Beneficiary or order and to perform or ciuie to be performed each and every payment and/or 
obligation on the part of Trustor provided to be paid and or performed under and/or in connection with the obligations secured hereby and/or 
provided for herein 
2 To maintain said property at ail times In good condition and repair not to commit any waste thereon nor to cau*a or permit any waste 
to be committed thereon not to remove damage and or demolish any building fixture and/or improvement thereon nor to cause or permit any 
building fixture and/or improvement thereon to be removed damaged and/or demolished to complete and/or restore promptly and in good 
v" workmanlike manner any building fixture and or improvement which may for any reason b* constructed damaged and or destroyed there 
X on to comply at all times with all laws ordinances regulations covenants and restrictions in any manner affecting said property not to 
\ commit suffer or permit any act upon said property in nolitlon of law to do all other acts which by reason of the character or use of said 
«
N
 property may be rennonably necesrary to mmntiwn and care for the tame the specific enumeration herein not excluding the general and to 
allow Beneficiary to inspect said property at all reasonable timea during the term hereof 
Trustee upon the presentation to It of an Affidavit signed by Beneficiary or any officer or duly authorized agent of Beneficiary setting 
forth the facts showing default by Trustor under this numbered paragraph is authorized to accept as true and conclusive all facts and state 
menls contained therein and to act thereon hereunder 
3 To secure and at all tlm'-s maintain Insurance coverage upon the buildings fixtures and improvements now existing or hereafter 
erected or placed upon said property insuring against loss by fire and other hazards casualties and contingencies including war damage as 
may be required from time to time by Beneficiary Such insurance shall be in an amount at least equal to the aggregate outstanding balance 
of all obligations secured hereby together with the aggregate outstanding balance of any and all obligations secured by ary and all prior Hens 
existing upon or against said property or $ whlchevei Is greater Such Insurance shall be carried in Insurance companies 
approved by Beneficiary with loss payable clauses in favor of and In form acceptable to Beneficiary Trustor shall deliver to Beneficiary either (a) all original policies evidencing such Insurance coverage or (b) certificates duly executed by the insurer(i) evidencing such Insurance cover 
age In the event of loss Trustor will give immediate notice to Ben*flclary who may but without any obligation so to do make proof of loss 
and each insurance company concerned is hereby luthonzed and directed to make payment for such loss directly to Beneficiar> Instead of 
Trustor and Beneticiary jointly and the Insurance proceeds or my part thereof may be applied by Beneficiary at Its option to the reduction 
of the indebtedness hereby secured and/or to the restontion or repair of the property damaged In the event Trustor shall fail to provide 
satisfactory hazard insurance Beneficiary mav procure such insurance on Trustors behalf and at Trustors sole cost and expense in favor of 
Beneficiary alone If Trustor cannot secure insurance to provide the coverage required herein such inability shall constitute an act of default 
on Trustors part under the terms of this Trust Deed * 
4 To de Iver to pay for and maintain with Beneficiary until the lndebtedne«a and the obligations secured hereby have been fully paid 
and/or performed such evidence of title as Bcneficlar> rrny require Including an abstract of title oi a pol!c> of title insurance and extensions 
or renewals thereof or supplement* thereto 
5 To appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to or which might affect challenge and/or in any way affect the secur 
itv hereof (U «* phrase the security hereof when used herein shall mean and refer to the Interest of Trustor Beneficiary and or Trustee in or 
to said property the rights powers duties covenants representations warranties and authority of Trustor Beneficiary and/or Trustee here 
under and/or under any instrument evidencing the obligations secured hereby and the validity enforceability and or binding effect hereof 
and/or of any other instrument evidencing the obligations secured hereby) the title to said property and/or the rights ind/or powers of Bene 
ficiary and/or Trustee hereunder and should Beneficiary and or Trustee elect to appear in or defend any such action or proceedings to pay ail 
costs and expenses including costs of evidence of title md attorney s fees in a reasonable sum incurred b> Beneficiary and/or Trustee in con 
nection therewith 
6 To pay at least 10 days before delinquency all taxes assessments and all governmental and municipal charges and impositions levied 
upon or affecting said property or which may become a lien thereon and to promptly deliver all receipts therefor to Beneficiary upon request 
to pay when due any and all sums with Interest which may become due and owing upon and/or in connection with any obligation secured 
by or constituting an encumbrance charge and or* lied on said property or any part thereof which may at any time appear to Beneficiary 
to be prior or superior to the interest of the Beneficiary and/or Trustee hereunder and to pay all costs fees and expenses of this Trust 
7 Should Trustor fail to make any payment do any act or thing and/or perform any obligation herein provided to be paid done and/or 
performed at the time and in the manner herein provided Beneficiary or Trustee may but without any obligation so to do and without notice 
to or demand upon Trustor and without releasing Trustor from any obligation hereunder (a) make do and/or perform the same in such man 
ner and to such extent as either may deem reasonably necessary and/or desirable to protect the security hereof Beneficiary md/or Trustee 
being authorized to enter upon said property at all reasonable times for such purposes and to commence appear In and defend any action or 
proceedings purporting to effect the security hereof or the right or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee hereunder and/or (b) pay purchase 
contest or compromise any such encumbrance charge or lien which in the judgment ot either appears to be prior or superior to the interest 
of the Beneficiary and/or Trustee hereunder and In exercising any such power to Incur any liability and expend whatever amounts Benefl 
ciary and/or Trustee in their absolute discretion ma> deem necessary and/or desirable therefor including the cost of evidence of title em 
ploying counsel and paying such counsel a reasonable attorney s fee for services rendered Trustor hereby waives and releases all claims and 
causes of action that may hereafter arise in his fivor against Beneficiary and/or Trustee by reason ot their acts as authorized In this para 
graph and Trustor hereby covenants and agrees not to make any claim or demand upon or initiate any proceeding against either Trustee or 
Beneficiary on account of any actions taken b> them or either of them pursuant to the authority granted in this paragraph 
8 Trustor will promptly pay Beneficiary and or Trustee all sums with interest thereon as hereafter provided which may be paid and/or 
advanced from time to time by Beneficiary and or Trustee for payment of insurance taxes assessments water rates governmental and 
municipal charges and impositions tiUe searches reports and/or abstracts and any sums which may become due and owing on any obligation 
secured b> a prior hen upon and/or a prior interest In said property any and all other advances which may be made by Beneficiary and/or 
Trustee which appear to be and/or which are reasonably necessary and/or desirable In the sole determination of Beneficiary and/or Trustee 
as the case may be to maintain thjs Trust Deed as a prior valid and/or subsisting Trust Deed upon said property and to preserve and protect 
Beneficiary s interest therein and/or hereunder and for any other proper costs and expenses of preserving repairing and/or maintuning said 
property and/or this Trust Deed All such advances shall be wholly optional on the part of Beneficiary and/or Trustee and Trustors obligation 
to repay the same with interest to Beneficiary and/or Trustee shall be secured bv this Trust Deed The amount of each such advance shall 
be paid irr nediately by Trustor to Beneficiary and or Trustee without demand and shall bear Interest from the date thereof at the rate of 
10% per annum until paid both before and after Judgment 
IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED TJJAT 
9 Trustor hereby represents and warrants that Trustor Is lawfully seized of said property In fee simple that Trustor Ins good and law 
ful right to execute and deliver this Trust Deed th-it Trustor will \ irrant and defend said property against all claims and demands whatso 
ever and th it said property is free and clear of an> and all liens ana encumbrances whatsoever except the following 
Beneficlar> shall have the "ight at any time at its option and upon giving Trustor written notice thereof to collect and receive from Trustor 
any sums which mav become due md owing upon my obligation secured by a prior lien or encumbnnce upon or interest in said property 
together with an> sums wl ch may become due and owing or which beneficiary may pay for taxes and/or other charges upon said property 
and to maintiin insunnce coverage as herein provided thereon Trustors obligation to pay such sums to Beneficiary shall be secured by this 
Trust Deed and a failure to pa\ such sums to Btncficiarv 3fter such notice is given shall be a default hereunder entitling Beneficiary and 
Trustee to ill lemcdics herein provided 
10 SNuld siid property or iny pirt therc< f he taken or damaged bv reason of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding or 
damaged by fne or earthquake or in anj other manner Bcneficiarv shit! be entitled to all compensation awards and or other payments or 
relief therefor and shall be entitled at its option to commence appear In and prosecute In its own name any action or proceedings or to make 
any compromise or settlement in connection with such taking or damage All sucn compensation awards damages rights of action and proceeds 
including the proce« ds of any policies of fire md or other insunnce affecting said property are hi reh\ assigned to Beneficiary who may after 
deducting therefrom all its expenses including attorneys fees release an) md all moneys so received by it or apply the same tn any indebted 
ness secured hereby Trustor agrees to execute and deliver to Beneficiary such further assignments of any such compensation awards dam 
ages rights of action and/or proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may from time to time require 
11 The failure on the part of Bencficnr> to prompt!) enforce an\ riglit hereunder shMl not operate as a waiver of such right and the 
w liver r»* m , default shall n t^ oonstitut a wiiver of an> subscqurn* or other oef Uit 
12 A' m> time and from time to time upon written request of Beneficiary and upon the payment of the Trustees fees and the pres 
enUtion of this Trust Deed and the Note or Notes evldencinr the obligation secured hereby for indorsement (In case of full reconveyance for 
enm cllitton md ictrntion) Trustee ma\ without affecting the liabilitv of iny person for the payment of the Indebtedness and or performance 
""' " '"
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 *"•"*- ^ " n « n t n i»" lading o' i n / mip or plit of said 2ro»i<;r*y hi Jr in In gra itl ig an> eastrr crt >i creating 
he trutnfulness thereof Trustor agrees 10 pay rt 
^u M.oc iu , uiiu in.- icc i ta is ; n e r f i n of a. 
nable t r u s t e e s fees for any
 QJ the service matters or facts shall be conclus ive proof 
ment .oned in tms para^rap ^
 T h b a „ I R n S t o Benef ic iary, during the term of this Trust Deed. a>» r e n t ! i s s u e s . ™y»Ules. antj profits 
u . A S aaauionai . s « u i i j . ^
 t _ _ j * t „ . . ' l o c a t e d thereon. Unti l Trustor snail default In the payment of any J
 _» •*- * . _ u _ H w^..^. i k . t'ltvVit fA i«AlUi«t a l l ans»K *«v«*» i . - . . 
such moneys shall not in any manner al fect ti lit. power , and j i h o n t y hereby granted to Benef ic iary to thereafter col lect the same. 
N 0 A h m g % r m ° t a 7 n e Y ^ col lect , shall bt. or be construed to oe an af f irmat ion by Benefic iary 
o^ f any tenancy, lease or option, nor an assumption 01 liability under, nor a subordinat ion of the l ien or charge of this Trust Deed to any such 
tenancy, lease or option. 
14 Upon any default bv Trustor hereunder . Benc ' ic iarv may at any t ime without not ice , e i ther In person, by agent, or by a rece iver to 
be appointed by a court (Trustor hereby consent ing to the appom.ncnt of Benef ic iary as such rece iver) , and wUnoui regard to the adequacy 
of any security for the Indebtedness hereby sccuren. enter upon and take possession of said property or any part thereof, in its o w n name sue 
tor or o therwise col lect said rents, issues, and profits, including tnose past due and unpaid, ana apply the same. J e s s costs and e x p e n s e s ol 
operation and col lect ion, including reasonable attorney's fees, upon any Indebtedness secured hereby, and in such order as Benef ic iary may 
15. The enter ing upon and taking possession of said property, the col lect ion of such rents. Issues, and profits, or the proceeds of fire and 
other insurance policies, or compensat ion or awards tor any vak.ng or damage of said propet ly . and the application or release thereof as afore-
said, shall not cure or waive any default or notice of dctault hereunoer or Invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. 
16 Time is of the essence hereof Upon default by Trustor in the payment of any indebtedness or the performance of any obl igat ion 
secured hereby or In the performance of any agreement hereunder , all sums secured hereby shall immedia te ly oeeome due and payable wi th-
out notice or demand, at the option ol Beneficiarv In the event of such default . Benef ic iary may e x e c u t e or cause Trustee to e x e c u t e a 
written notice of default and of e lect ion to cause said property to be sold to satisfy the obl igat ions hereof, and Trustee shall file such notice 
for record in each county where in said property or some part or parcel thereof is s i tuated. 
17. After the lapse of such t ime as may then be required by law fol lowing the recordation of said notice of default , and nottcc of 
default and notice of sale having been given as then requi icd bv law. Trustee, without demand on Trustor, shall sell said property on the date 
and at the t ime and place des ignated In said n o t i l e of sale, e ither as a whole or In separate parcels , and In such order as it may d e t e r m i n e 
at public auction to the highest bidder, the purchase price payable in lawful money of the United States , at the t ime of sale. The person 
conduct ing the sale may, for any cause he deems expedient , postpone the sale from time to t ime until It shall be completed and. In every 
such case, not ice of pos tponement shall be given by public declaration thereof by such person at the t ime and place last appointed for the 
sale- Trustee shall e x e c u t e and del iver to the purchaser its Deed c o n v e y i n g said property so sold, but without any covenant or, warranty . 
express or implied. The recitals in the Deed ot any matters or facts shall be conc lus ive proof of the truthfulness thereof Any person, includ-
ing Benefic iary, may bid at the sale. T t u s l e e shall apply the proceeds of sale to payment of 11) the costs and expenses of exerc i s ing The 
power of sale, and of the sale, including the payment of the Trustee's and attorney's fees reasonably incurred; (2) cost of any e v i d e n c e of title 
procured in connect ion with such sale and revenue stamps on Trustee s Deed: 13) all sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, 
with accrued Interest at the rate of 107, per annum from date of expendi ture; <•»> all other sums then secured hereby; and 15) the remainder , 
if any, to the person or persons legally entit led thereto, or the Trusteee. in Its discret ion, may deposit the balance of such proceeds with the 
County Clerk of the County In which the sale took place 
18. Upon the occurrence of any default hereunder, Bent f ic iary shall have the option to declare all sums secured hereby Immediate ly due 
and payable and foreclose this Trust Deed lr. the manner provided by law for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property and Beneficiary 
shall be enti t led to recover in such proceedings all costs and expenses incident thereto. Including a reasonable attorney s fee in such amount 
as shall be f ixed by the Court. If a def ic iency remains after proper application of the proceeds of sale pursuant to a decree of foreclosure. 
Trustor agrees to pay the same immediate ly after determinat ion thereof, and said def ic iency shall bear Interest at the rate of 10% per annum 
both before and after Judgment therefor is entered 
19. Trustor agrees to surrender possession of said property to the Purchaser at the aforesaid sale, immedia te ly after such sale, in the 
event such possess ion has not previously been surrendered by Trustor. 
20. Benefic iary may appoint a successor Trustee at any t ime by filing for record In the office of the County Recorder of each County 
in wh ich said property or some part thereof is s i tuated, a Subst i tut ion of Trustee From the tune the Subst i tut ion Is filed for record, the new 
Trustee shall succeed to all the powers , duties, authority and title of the Trustee named herein or of any successor Trustee , and the Trustee 
succeeded shall have no further duties , powers , authority or title hereunder . 
21. This Trust Deed shall apply to. Inure to the benefit of. and bind all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees , dev isees , administrator! , e x e c -
utors, successors and assigns. All obl igat ions of Trustor h e i e u n d e r are joint and several The term "Benef ic iary" shall mean the owner and 
holder, including any pledgee , of the Note secured hereby. In this Trust Deed, w h e n e v e r the context so requires , the mascu l ine gender Includes 
the f emin ine and/or neuter and the s ingular number includes the plural. 
22. Trustee accepts this Trust when this Trust Deed, duly executed and acknowledged . Is made a publ ic record as provided by law. 
Trustee is not obl igated to notify any party hereto of anv pending sale under any other Trust Deed or of any action or proceeding In w h i c h 
Trustor. Benef ic iary, or Trustee shall be a party 
23. Upon any default by Trustor hereunder. Benef ic iary shall have the right, but not the obl igation, to w a i v e the secur i ty of this Trust 
Deed, by causing to be executed by Trustee and del ivered to Trustor a reconveyance , without warranty of said property to "the person 
or persons entitled, thereto ." and to thereupon receive from Trustor, wi thout notice or demand, the full and comple te payment a n d / o r per-
formance of any and/or all of the obl igations secured hereby . In the e v e n t Benef ic iary is unable reasonably to locate Trustor for the de l ivery of 
such reconveyance as. here inabove provided. Benef ic iarv shall have the right to cause such reconveyance to be recorded in the office of the 
Countv Recorder of the County where in said property is s i tuated and u p o n such recordation. Trustor shall be d e e m e d to have received del tvery 
of such reconveyance for purposes of the provis ions of this paragraph. It is express ly understood and agreed that upon the de l ivery or recorda-
tion of a reconveyance of said propertv as here inabove provided, the ob l igat ions theretofore secured hereby shall cease to be secured by this 
Trust Deed within the m e a n i n g of the Utah Trust Deed Act. and the part ies shall thereafter occupy the same relat ive posi t ions and have and be 
enti t led to_the same rights, powers and remedies as if the said obl igat ions had never been secured by this Trust Deed. 
24. Trustor acknowledges that it is a condit ion of Beneficiarv'* acceptance of this Trust Deed, and of Benef ic iary's agreement to m a k e 
the loan or loans, the repayment of which is secured herebv. that Trustor wa ive all of his rights of re ins tatement under | 57-1-31. Utah Code 
Annotated , 1953. and in considerat ion of Beneficiary'« making said loan or loans and Benef ic iary's acceptance of this Trust Deed as security 
therefor. Trustor has waived and does hereby waive all surh rights of re instatement . 
25. This Trust Deed shall be construed according to the laws of the State of Utah. 
26. It is agreed that the transfer and/or ass ignment of the obligation secured hereby shall automat ica l ly operate as a transfer a n d / o r as-
s ignment of the beneficiary's Interest under this Trust Deed 
27. The undersigned Trustor requests that a copy of any notice of default and ot any not ice of sale hereunder and/or under any other 
Trust Deed or Deed of Trust affect ing said property be mailed to him at the address here inbefore set forth, inc luding any such not ice under that 
certain Trust Deed dated 
as Trustee , and 
the County Recorder of . 
. by and b e t w e e n 
. as Trustor . 
1 
. as Beneftc lary. 
County. State of Utah, on 
as Entry No. 
vhtch Trust Deed was recorded In the office of 
In Book 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF 
On the day of . 
S ignature of Trustor 
B^enyesj:...to 
BY: Granada^ I n c . , G e n i a l Par tner 
^ . . . , « < £ | ^ 
the stgner(s) of the above Instrument, who duly a c k n o w l e d g e d to m e that 
..D^a.n.Larsen^ President.. 
, personal ly appeared before m e . 
e x e c u t e d the same. 
My Commiss ion Expires : 
STATE OF U T A H 
COUNTY OF 
Notary Publ ic 
Res id ing at: 
On the 23rd, ..April A D . , 19 8 6 . . 
and 
w h o , b e i n g by m e d u l y s w o r n d id s a y : T h a t t hey a r e t he President 
Granada, I n c . , 
foregoing instrument was s igned on behalf of said corporation by authority of a r< 
and . C D e a t l L a r s e n duly acknowledgl 
the seal a f f ixed is the seal of said corporation *~K 
My Commiss ion Expires : Notary Publ ic 
Residing at: 
CM 
QD 
Dean La r sen ^ 
- M> 
. respect ive ly , off f) 
and that the within a n d O D 
and the said ^ 
•uted the same and that 
% • 
TO: TRUSTEE 
REQUEST FOR FULL RECONVEYANCE 
iscd only when Indebtedness secured hereby has been paid in full) 
J K f « U £ d e r , S i ? T e < i ' V ^ ? L?*.al 0 WK, e r . a n d . h°^Jr ° f ' h « Not« " Note s and all other Instrument* ev idenc ing the indebtedness secured by 
within Trust Deed Said Note or Notes toeether with all other Indebtedness secured by said Trust Deed have been full ly paid and satisfied: the it 
and you are requested and directed, on pavmeni to v 0 u of any sums o w i n * to you under the term* of said Trust TtoitVio'cinctl'sMd^ol^ar 
Notes above ment ioned , and all other ev .dence* of indebtedness secured by said Trust Deed del ivered to you herewi th , together with the sa?d 
Trust Deed, and to reconvey . wi thout warranty to the parties des ignated by the terms of said Trust Deed all " " ? 8 * i n * r witn m e said 
thereunder. the^ es tate n o w held by you 
DATED , 19... 
Granada, Inc., 
Loan #15-80007-1 
SCHEDULE "A" 
( Beginning at the East Quarter Corner of Section 2, Township 3 South, Range 2 
^ West, Salt Lake Ba^e and iMeridian? running thence North 89 degrees 43 minutes 
/ 45 seconds West 1413.90 feet, thence North 00 degrees 01 minutes 00 seconds 
!^ r ! West 1131.85 feet to the South lLne of the Bingham Highway, thence North 57 
fv- degrees 50 minutes 00 seconds East along said South line to the Section line; 
I thence South 00 degrees 03 minutes 00 seconds West 2008.33 feet along the 
' section line to the point of Beginning. 
Subject to a 33.00 foot right of way over the East part of the parcel. 
Less and excepting the following described property: 
Beginning at the East quarter corner of Section 2, Township 3 South, Range 2 
West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian; and running thence North 89 degrees 43 
minutes 45 seconds West 208*71 feet; thence North 0 degrees 03 minutes 00 
seconds East 208.71 feet; thence South 89 degrees 43 minues 45 seconds East 
208.71 feet; thence South 0 degrees 03 minutes 00 seconds West 208.71 feet 
f to the point of beginning. 
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HYPOTHECATION STATEMENT 
For valuable consideration, and as an inducement to Foothill Thrift to 
loan money and grant credit from time to time to Bodenvest Ltd v A utab Lmited 
the undersigned promises to execute, acknowledge and deliver to Foothill 
Thrift as Beneficiary, a trust deed of even date hypothecating title and 
interest in and to thai certain real property located in salt LakeCounty, 
State of Utah and more particularly described as follows: 
**Partnersmp by Granada, Inc., General Partner C. Dean Larsen, President 
SEE ATTACHED SCHEDULE "A" 
Bodenvest LTD, A Utah Limited Partnership 
BY: Granada, Inc:, ^ 
BY: C< LrZiZr .?4s si/1-
C. Dean Larsen 
STATE OF UTAH ; 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) ss. 
On the 23rdday ofApril 1986, personally appeared before me C. Dean Larsen 
who, being by me duly sworn did say: That he is the President 
Granada, inc. of, and within and fore-
going instrument was signed on behalf of said corporation by authority 
of a resolution of its Board of Directors and the said C. Dean Larsen 
duly acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the same. 
My Commission Expires; 
s^tes 
-ffojlary Public 
Residing at: 
nJZl &2S 
6 
Granada, Inc., 
Loan #15-80007-1 
SCHEDULE "A" 
Beginning at the East Quarter Corner of Section 2, Township 3 South, Range 2 
West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian; running thence North 89 degrees 43 minutes 
45 seconds West 1413.90 feet, thence North 00 degrees 01 minutes 00 seconds 
West 1131-85 feet to the South line of the Bingham Highway, thence North 57 
degrees 50 minutes 00 seconds East along said South line to the Section line; 
thence South 00 degrees 03 minutes 00 seconds West 2008.33 feet along the 
section line to the point of Beginning. 
Subject to a 33.00 foot right of way over the East part of the parcel. 
Less and excepting the following described property: 
Beginning at the East quarter corner of Section 2, Township 3 South, Range 2 
West, Salt Lake Base and Meridian; and running thence North 89 degrees 43 
minutes 45 seconds West 208*71 feet; thence North 0 degrees 03 minutes 00 
seconds East 208.71 feet; thence South 89 degrees 43 minues 45 seconds East 
208.71 feet; thence South 0 degrees 03 minutes 00 seconds West 208.71 feet 
to the point of beginning. 
